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Rewriting History 

 

 

 

I have seldom had much patience or sympathy with much of the historical 

record that is popularly available and promulgated in the West. It is an axiom 

that 'history is written by the victors', primarily by the Western colonial 

nations, Israel and Japan, whose versions consist mostly of whitewashed 

circumstances and fabricated myths intended primarily to disguise brutal and 

shameful historical truths about people and events. Evidence of this historical 

revisionism is not difficult to find. Japanese school children watch videos of 



what appears to be Chinese farmers smiling happily while working in their 

pretty fields of vegetables, and can be forgiven for believing their 

government's tales of having invaded China and Asia only to improve the lives 

of the peasants. Similarly, English school children are informed that their 

country was in India not to massacre and colonise and plunder, but, as another 

author so nicely wrote, "to teach them English, good table manners and 

double-entry bookkeeping". 

 

American historians are cut from the same cloth, with their children being 

taught that America roamed the world only to spread freedom, vanquish 

tyranny and make the world safe for democracy, with no knowledge of the 

savage militarism that claimed tens of millions of lives and rendered hundreds 

of millions to misery. Jewish children are falsely taught that Israel was created 

and granted to them by the United Nations and that they have been 

persecuted not for their crimes but from prejudice. Almost none know the 

truths of their evictions from so many nations. The only nation that has 

faced the brutal aspects of its history is Germany, having for 70 years 

been bullied by the hypocritical Americans and the Jews who have 

conveniently forgotten their own atrocities by mercilessly using Germany 

as both poster boy and whipping boy for what are mostly their own sins. So 

many American and other information sources engage in the most blatant and 

shameless re-writing of historical fact to propagate mythology for the 

ignorant. Wikipedia has proven itself virtually useless as a reference source 

due to its Jewish roots and heavy ideological slant, heavy censorship and 

shameless re-writing of historical accounts. In referring to the end of the 

Second World War, a Wikipedia entry claims the Morgenthau Plan was 

"shelved quickly" (it was not), that "the Western Allies did not seek reparations 

for war damage" (the US looted Germany's entire knowledge base and 

confiscated all German IP and patents as so-called "reparations"), and that 

the US used the Marshall Plan to rebuild German industry (it did no 

such thing). Astonishing lies that are easily proved false, but the Western 

media and Internet sites appear to have neither shame nor scruples. 

 

It may be true that every nation resorts to this kind of written historical 

cleansing of their souls, but it is also true that only the former colonial 

nations - and the US and Israel - carry these acts to such an extreme, this 

being largely because only these nations have such an enormous volume of 

atrocities to bury. The non-aggressive nations, representing most of the world, 

have mostly been the victims of this multitude of atrocities, with much less to 



hide and much less reason to lie about their pasts. It is particularly irritating 

that both the Americans and the Jews harp on accusations of China not having 

self-immolated in repentance for its historical mistakes while conveniently 

erasing their own squalid histories from current memory. It is time for the 

world to demand from these two nations of people a full admission of, 

and accounting for, their own centuries of brutality against others. It 

is true that the Japanese and the British also need a forced awakening to the 

savagery of their own histories, but at least these two nations aren't so 

arrogant as to point fingers at others while ignoring their own bitter truths. 

 

The American historian Howard Zinn shared this antipathy for revisionism 

and made some good attempts to lay bare the fundamental truths of historical 

events in contrast to most US historians who 'cherry-picked' bits of American 

historical data and surrounded them with flowery fabrications intended at best 

to deceive. His truths are impossible to ignore, but the treatment of his work 

in universities serves mostly to undermine and diminish the impact of his 

work. I will repeat here two brief passages reporting on the same American 

historical event relating to the arrival of Christopher Columbus in America. 

Both passages are factually correct, but only the first appears in American 

history books. It is a quote, but I do not recall the source. 

 

The traditional American version begins this way:  

 

"When Columbus landed in the New World in the 1490s, he found native 

people who were very primitive with no written language, practiced 

pagan religious beliefs, and lacked even the rudiments of civilization 

such as the wheel. They were awed by the sight of the large Spanish 

ships with men in shining armor and riding horses that had never before 

been seen in the Western Hemisphere. These native people welcomed 

the Spaniards who brought Christianity and civilization to their people." 

 

Zinn's perspective is strikingly different:  

 

"Columbus and his men went on a great slave raid, rounded up fifteen 

hundred Arawak men, women, and children, put them in pens guarded 

by Spaniards and dogs, then picked the five hundred best specimens to 



load onto ships. Of those five hundred, two hundred died en route. The 

rest arrived alive in Spain and were put up for sale (as slaves) by the 

archdeacon of the town, who reported that, although the slaves were 

"naked as the day they were born", they showed "no more 

embarrassment than animals." 

 

Zinn should also have mentioned that one of Columbus' first activities was the 

establishment of brothels in which he prostituted fairly large numbers of of 

pre-pubescent native girls. From this, we wouldn't know we were reading 

about the same history of the same country. But it is actually worse than this 

because, although Zinn's books may appear in university courses, American 

educators typically describe Zinn as a "radical historian" which effectively 

consigns him to a place on the edge of normality and perhaps even sanity. 

"Radical" is not a compliment in the English language. One institution 

acknowledges that Zinn's writing will "lead to very different conclusions about 

the same events", but advises its students that "You do not have to believe 

(these historical facts), only understand them". It then continues to degrade 

the historical truth of its own nation by advising that the class will compare 

"Zinn's view" with the "more traditional" view and with "other interpretations" 

as well. 

 

What can we conclude from this bit of educational treason? First, Zinn is so 

extreme in his views that his judgment is in doubt and perhaps his sanity as 

well. Second, students needn't recognise these historical facts as truths but 

simply accept that they are one man's questionable viewpoint among others 

more favorable. From this, American students are taught to believe that 

history is not a collection and recording of the facts of past events, but merely 

an interpretation of situations based on various opinions. So, in a history class 

in an American university, we will learn some bitter and unpleasant truths of 

our nation and, with the blessing of our professors, will then discount these 

truths and trash the man who wrote them. We will then return to our fairy-

tale world of American historical mythology, taking comfort in the knowledge 

that these unpleasant facts are simply one man's opinion among many others 

equally as valid, and we can go to bed with our halo intact and our moral 

superiority still unchallenged. Welcome to America, the land of the non-

brainwashed. To ensure continutation of this state of affairs, after Zinn's death 

in 2013, many academics and politicians across the US were busy 

photoshopping Zinn from the world of history and rendering the pages once 

again blank. As one example of many, the governor of Indiana, a man named 



Mitch Daniels, gleefully announced that "This terrible anti-American 

academic [is dead]", publicly referred to Zinn's writing as "crap", then 

embarked on a frantic attempt to remove Zinn's work from libraries and 

classrooms everywhere. He said, "... how do we get rid of [Zinn's writing] 

before more young people are force-fed a totally false version of our history?" 

But of course Zinn's version wasn't false. It was true. But it attacked 

Americans at their weakest point, undermining the mythical Disney cartoon-

like narrative that permeates the nation. The reality is that Americans do not 

want to know the truths of their nation. This false and pathetic mythology 

is the only adhesive that holds the country together, which is why Zinn's 

books are now being banned from schools and libraries in America. 

 

When Harold Pinter accepted his Nobel prize in literature, he so eloquently 

identified "a vast tapestry of lies, upon which we feed", and asked why the 

crimes of nations like the Soviet Union were so apparently well-known in the 

West while America's crimes were barely recorded, much less properly 

documented or even acknowledged. The US has perhaps the largest 

catalogue of crimes against humanity in the world's history, involving 

genocides and massacres, exports of torture, predation and misery, 



but all has been met with silence. As Pinter said, "... you wouldn't know 

it happened. It never happened. Even while it was happening it never 

happened". The history isn't really hidden, but it is deliberately eradicated 

from the American consciousness - and from the consciousness of the many 

victim societies that have suffered exposure to this revisionist American 

mythology. The Americans are unique in that they forcibly rewrite the history 

books of many other nations in addition to their own. 

 

This reckless approach to truth is pervasive throughout America, the 

generations of propaganda and incessantly-promoted historical myths having 

overwhelmed and blinded even the apparently sincere and honest. In this 

light, I was disappointed to read an article on American exceptionalism by 

Harvard Professor Stephen Walt where he falls victim to the same nonsense 

he criticises. In the article, Walt tells us America was lucky to have been 

lavishly endowed with natural resources (true) and "even luckier" that the 

native population "was less advanced and highly susceptible to European 

diseases". I'm sure Walt means well, but his statement is obscene in its racist 

inhumanity. Americans were "lucky" that the nation's native people had no 

weapons to defend against their extermination and no medicine to protect 

them from the deliberate introduction of smallpox that devastated many 

tribes. The opportunity for, and successful execution of, the longest-lasting 

genocide in the history of the world is attributed to good luck on the part of 

the perpetrators. And this is by no means the only flaw in a Harvard education. 

 

He claims "The United States never conquered a vast overseas empire or 

caused millions to die through tyrannical blunders like China's Great Leap 

Forward ...". The US never conquered an overseas empire nor caused millions 

to die? Where has this man been for the past 200 years? Walt's vaunted 

America that never caused millions to die, is the same America that 

exterminated 98% of the more than 20 million natives in his country. How 

would that fact escape the attention of a Harvard professor? The US colonised 

and cannibalised nearly half of the known world through the installation of 

brutal military dictatorships and was directly responsible for at least 10 

million deaths, half of those in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia alone 

(which Walt knowingly understates as only 1 million) and another several 

million in Indonesia in what was the greatest single slaughter in human 

history. China's deaths through famine may have been partly a blunder, but 

the American extermination of tens of millions on US soil and on other 

continents were not blunders but the deliberate "pacification" of civilians of 



which Walt appears to have no knowledge. He then tells us that with its vast 

military might, the US could have done much worse, and in a truly startling 

and blind exhibition of Christian jingoism, Walt tells us "Of course, the United 

States has by far the better claim to virtue than Stalin or his successors." I 

fail to see how. 

 

He tells us "The United States has fought numerous wars since 1850 - starting 

several of them ..." The "numerous" part is certainly correct - at about 150 - 

but starting "several" of those wars? I'm sorry to correct him, but the US 

started ALL of those wars, not 'several', all of which were unprovoked, illegal 

and unjustified, facts that apparently escape the man's knowledge. He tells us 

the US erred in being too willing to "cozy up to dictators", and in evidence 

mentions Hosni Mubarak of Egypt. But Mubarak was nothing compared to 

Battista, the Somozas, Shah Reza Pahlavi and many more who were true 

pathological killers and to whom the US did not by any stretch of the 

imagination "cozy up to", but instead recruited, financed, installed and 

supported for decades, and planned and participated in the mass killings of 

millions of civilians, including the notorious CIA death squads. With a single 

cute phrase, Walt glosses over the litany of dirty and bitter truths of his 

nation's history to leave us with the impression that the US was sometimes 

just a bit too friendly with a few people who weren't always nice. 

 



 

Corpse of Aldo Moro discovered on Via Caetani 

 

Walt then proceeds to make a long series of outrageous claims, telling us "the 

Marshall Plan and NATO played important roles in Europe's post-World War II 

success", which is virtually an outright lie since NATO was intended entirely 

as a tool of American domination, and the Marshall Plan was created from 

selfishness rather than generosity. Then in a fit of patronising foolishness he 

tells us the Europeans deserve "at least as much credit for rebuilding their 

economies" as does the US. In fact, the Europeans deserve all the credit, not 

only for their recovery but for resisting American colonisation to the extent 

they were able. 

 

Walt tells us "The United States has made undeniable contributions to peace 

and stability in the world over the past century ...", presenting as evidence 

the Marshall Plan (again) and "the creation and management of the Bretton 

Woods system". At this point, we need to wonder what the man is smoking. 

Where do we find evidence of "peace and stability" created by the US? 

Vietnam? The Middle East? Central America? Korea? I am not aware of even 

one example of evidence to support such a claim, but we can produce dozens 

if not hundreds of cases where the Americans created only instability, war and 

misery. He claims the US brought a "stabilizing military presence in Europe 

and the Far East". Evidenced by what? Europe would have been far more 

stable without US involvement, and virtually every nation in the Far East 

suffered only misery and massacres, napalm and Agent Orange. Has Walt 

never heard of Operation Gladio? This US-sponsored plan that wrought 

terrorism and slaughter all over Europe was deliberately created and fostered 

to provoke fear and instability and to enable the installation of US-controllable 

Right-Wing governments. Where is Walt's evidence of "stability" in any of this? 

And finally, it seems to escape Walt's notice altogether that the US has for 

decades been widely recognised as the only significant threat to world peace 

and security. 

 

It is similarly true with his foolish claim about "creating and managing" the 

Bretton Woods system. Certainly, the Americans had a hand in creating it 

since it was designed for their benefit, but rather than managing and 

maintaining the system, it was the Americans who abused it, violated its 



principles until it could no longer function, then arbitrarily and unilaterally 

terminated it to the bitter expense and financial instability of all other nations. 

And after this financial travesty, it was the US FED and its money-printing 

machine that pushed the entire world into a decade of ruinous inflation during 

which those foreign-held dollars depreciated by 95%, and which the FED 

terminated by creating one of the most abrupt and vicious recessions in recent 

memory. Where was the stability in which Walt so fervently believes? And in 

a statement that should win a Nobel Prize for Nonsense, Walt claims the US 

contributed to peace and stability in the world through "its rhetorical support 

for the core principles of democracy and human rights". It certainly is true 

that US support for democracy and human rights, as well as every other 

principle known to man, has been only "rhetorical" and never real, but Walt is 

actually telling us that American hypocrisy has been a major contribution to 

world peace. Where do we go from here? 

 

But it isn't all bad. Walt is not only able but willing to expose America's dark 

side. One of his closing comments was this gem: "Finally, any honest 

accounting of the past half-century must acknowledge the downside of 

American primacy. The United States has been the major producer of 

greenhouse gases for most of the last hundred years ...". This foolish 

statement is supposed to represent America's darkest sin finally exposed? And 

yet American readers commenting on the article were quick to acknowledge 

Walt's "penetrating insight" in his "historically rich" article, complimenting him 

on being "one of the most objective persons in the US". This man is one of 

the most renowned professors at Harvard University where he teaches 

international affairs and where he was the Dean of the Department for some 

years. If this is the level of truth and accuracy - and myopic ideological 

ignorance - we receive from the best that Harvard has to offer, what is the 

quality of education at lesser American institutions? 

 

In fact, the problem begins early in American primary and secondary 

education where the US criminal record is almost never reported, and where 

virtually all history books massively understate or ignore entirely America's 

dark side. The suppression of history is also high on the list of educational 

content, firmly supported by the US judicial system. Several years ago, the 

US passed a new law that prohibited courses in ethnic studies that might in 

any way "portray the US or Americans as invaders, colonisers or oppressors" 

of the countries of these same ethnic students - for example, students from 

the Philippines, Vietnam, Mexico or most of Central and South America. The 



court in fact ruled that American history cannot be taught if it discusses 

American oppressions or military colonisation, or if it might possibly create 

"anti-American sentiments or secessionist attitudes". In other words, history 

cannot be taught in American schools if it tells the truth. Even worse, in the 

few cases where atrocities and violations are reported, they are so heavily 

obfuscated and overwhelmed by delusional irrelevancies and deliberate 

attempts to utterly confuse the minority of Americans still capable of 

independent thought. From the earliest days of the settlers arriving in the New 

World, there has never been any intention to develop anyone's mind, the 

settlers demanding their children be taught only those beliefs already rigidly 

held. Harvard University was never founded to educate anyone. The Puritans 

established it solely to perpetuate the teachings of their religious sect without 

the oversight of less radical religions, and to produce more ministers who 

would further propagandise these primarily heretical religious convictions that 

permeated society. 

 

John Kozy wrote an excellent article that was published in Global Research, 

titled Learning without Questioning in America: The Sunday School 

Syndrome, in which he accurately outlined the fact that the American school 

system does precisely the opposite of its patriotic claims, which is to cultivate 

a strong adherence to jingoistic myths and stifle disagreement or dissent. He 

tells us that most subjects "are taught as if they were comprised of revealed 

(religious) truths and cannot be questioned". All the claims of the American 

educational system fostering creative, imaginative and independent thought, 

are pure propaganda and myth. In real life, the system is entirely designed to 

do the opposite. This is what Kozy calls "the Sunday School Syndrome" and 

which produces "the stubbornness of what are essentially stillborn minds". 

 

 



Kozy claims, and again I concur, that American education today is similar to 

learning Bible verses which are not questioned and by nature are not 

questionable. In the majority of American homes, and especially in the area 

known as the "Bible Belt" - the wide swath of America we mockingly refer to 

as Jesusland - children learn almost everything but the truth. The same 

unquestioning attitude is applied to all subjects, especially history but 

including sciences and areas like economics where capitalist "models" are 

presented as a kind of divine law. Kozy tells us that studying American history 

is not different than studying the Bible in that critical evaluation is proscribed. 

Students who ask inconvenient questions are silenced in shame; books that 

present inconvenient truths are removed from libraries. In America, 

"independent thought" either follows a prescribed pattern or is 

condemned. He is 100% correct in his observations. Moreover, this isn't even 

a secret. The Republican Party of Texas in 2012 included in its platform the 

following paragraph: "We oppose the teaching of ... critical thinking skills and 

similar programs ... which ... have the purpose of challenging the student’s 

fixed beliefs". 

 

 

There is no part of the teaching of American history that has ever resembled 

a search for truth, and virtually all of it is infused with the twisted American 

version of Christianity and a juvenile jingoistic patriotism. Kozy says 

educators claim that religious minds are the hardest minds to change, 

and I would agree. Evolution is not taught in most American schools, for 

example, because a great many Americans take their bible stories literally and 

believe man was simply created in a flash by God and no evolution has ever 

occurred. These same people believe, and teach in their schools and churches, 

that the earth is only 6,000 years old. Roughly half of all Americans believe 

Jesus will soon return to the earth, the same number that believe the sun 

revolves around the earth. When we combine this witch-burning Christianity 

with the political and other propaganda that pollutes not only history but most 

other academic subjects, we need to ask why any intelligent parent would 

want to send their child to an American school. 



 

 

One typical case is the Sand Creek Massacre. Briefly, this was an event 

where white Americans descended on a group of about 200 natives, mostly 

women and children, and executed atrocities in the finest tradition of white 

colonialists anywhere. According to eyewitnesses, all natives were killed and 

scalped, including suckling infants two or three months old. The women and 

children all had their heads smashed in, while babies were beaten with rifle 

butts until their brains were spattered everywhere. Men used their knives to 

cut and rip open all the women, including pregnant women, while they were 

still alive, then all the bodies were mutilated. The Americans cut out and saved 

the fetuses from the pregnant women, and removed not only the natives' 

scalps but cut out the genital flesh and pubic hair of all the women, as well as 

all male genitalia, especially the mens' testicles to be used as tobacco 

pouches. The dead fetuses and other trophies were displayed later in many 

American towns where delighted citizens were regaled with endless stories of 



these atrocities. So it doesn't go unsaid, this was only one of thousands of 

similar events. 

 

American scholars, writing of this event in one of the nation's most respected 

intellectual journals, ignored altogether the facts of this moral outrage 

and instead carried on an earnest discussion as to whether the native women 

massacred and mutilated in this travesty should be regarded as victims or 

as "enemy combatants" who were therefore deserving of their fate. Their 

intention was simply to create a false focus that would deflect attention from 

the main facts, with "experts" taking both sides of the issue and overwhelming 

it with irrelevancies. When a nation's leading intellectuals are so morally 

deformed, what hope is there for the children in elementary and secondary 

schools? It is standard in America that even historical facts so firmly 

established as to defy dispute, are still regularly challenged by irrelevancies, 

all of which serves to trivialise the atrocities and preclude any condemnation. 

Many American atrocities that are almost unimaginable in their savagery, are 

deliberately twisted, confused and challenged on spurious grounds so as to 

make conclusions almost impossible. Then the matter is quietly laid to rest on 

a dark shelf to be quickly forgotten while Americans sleep secure in their 

nation's moral superiority. 

 

Thanksgiving is a holiday primarily celebrated in the US and Canada but 

similar mid-autumn celebrations have been common across many cultures 

even if containing no overt link with religion. American history books contain 

a wide variety of tales purporting to represent either the first such celebration 

or one of the typical feasts. In most cases, children are taught that the 

American settlers and one or more of the various groups of native aboriginals 

came together in peace and fellowship to celebrate and give thanks for the 

year's harvest. The fact that not so long after these original celebrations the 

same New Americans began an extermination campaign against these same 

native brothers, created some difficulties with the elementary school 

curriculum, in which (white) American children are often asked to explain "why 

the natives appeared to change their attitude toward the settlers". But of 

course, this is just a clever way to blame the victims for their own misfortune. 

If the natives did "change their attitude" toward the White settlers, it was only 

because they discovered themselves being exterminated by the God-loving 

Christians. 



 

 

The truth of "The First Thanksgiving", if we can identify one such event as 

representative, is rather less harmonious than the mythical narrative in the 

schoolbooks. Here is one typical celebration reported by a responsible 

eyewitness, which occurred in 1637 when a group of White settlers trapped 

about 700 natives, mostly women, children and the elderly, at the Mystic River 

near what is now Boston. The Governor of the area, a Mr. William Bradford, 

wrote in his diary the following graphic description: "To see them frying in the 

fire, and the streams of their blood quenching the same, and the stench was 

horrible; but the victory seemed a sweet sacrifice and they Gave Praise 

Thereof to God". This was the first actual Thanksgiving in America. (Judith 

Moriarty) 

 

There were many more similar events, not to thank God for the harvest but 

to celebrate murderous victories over the natives. A US Governor Joseph 

Dudley declared in 1704 a "General Thanksgiving for God's infinite goodness 

to extend His favors in defeating the expeditions of the (natives) against us, 

and the good success given us against them, by delivering so many of them 

into our hands". Another thankful Christian wrote, "It pleased God to visite 



these Indeans with a great sickness, and such a mortalitie that of a 1000 and 

a half of them dyed, and many of them did rott above ground for want of 

burial." During some of these multi-ethnic Thanksgiving feasts in New York 

City, residents cut the heads off natives and made sport of kicking them 

through the streets of Manhattan like soccer balls. In the end, so many 

American towns created so many of these "thanksgiving" festivals that finally 

President George Washington created a schedule for these feasts and declared 

a single national holiday for this purpose of thanking America's god for the 

chance to kill so many natives. 

 

America Rebooted 

 

 

 

From the date of the founding of their Republic, Americans have displayed an 

almost infinite capacity to forgive and forget, especially to forgive themselves 

for the countless atrocities their nation has inflicted on other countries, and to 

quickly forget all about them. On the other hand, they seem to have almost 

indelible memories for any wrongs, real or imagined, committed by anybody 

else, a schizophrenic generosity consisting of equal proportions of selective 



memory and hypocrisy. George Orwell described Americans perfectly when 

he said: "Actions are held to be good or bad, not on their own merits but 

according to who does them, and there is almost no kind of outrage - torture, 

the use of hostages, forced labour, mass deportations, imprisonment without 

trial, forgery, assassination, the bombing of civilians - which does not change 

its moral colour when it is committed by 'our' side. The (American) not only 

does not disapprove of atrocities committed by his own side, but he has a 

remarkable capacity for not even hearing about them." 

 

The programming authorities will never permit Americans to forget Pearl 

Harbor or 9-11, but the vast accumulation of wrongs perpetrated by their 

own government quickly disappears into a short-term void, the result of 

cleverly crafted propaganda designed to ensure that American sins and other 

nations' legitimate grievances are effectively erased from the collective 

memory. 

 

Of course, it is no small benefit that American atrocities have been committed 

with God's blessing for His purposes of spreading democracy and human 

rights, but still another contributor to this self-generosity is, surprisingly, 

freedom. When a large crack is exposed in the American political-religious 

foundation, the media engage in an orgy of endless debate, with prominent 

publications taking both sides of every issue to ensure confusion in the public 

mind. After an appropriate period when the issues are well-known and have 

been widely examined but completely unresolved, it's time to move on. 

Nothing else to see here. In a sense, the public debate constitutes a kind of 

penance for the transgressions, leaving nothing further needing to be done. 

In this process, the debate moves from a discussion of the crimes themselves 

to praise for the openness of the system that permits such a discussion. In 

fact, the openness, the freedom to discuss, appears to serve as absolution. 

 

When faced with the overwhelming and undeniable facts of the vast network 

of torture prisons and the staggering litany of human rights violations 

committed by their government, including countless innocent persons tortured 

to death, Americans were forced to accept the reality while immediately 

lapsing into rationalisation mode. These travesties were simply anomalies, 

unusual occurrences unrepresentative of the virtuous American character, 

perpetrated by only a few bad apples who were punished, and in any case the 

US was simply protecting the world from terrorists. For added flavor, the 



propaganda machine reminds all Americans that their experience is very 

unlike the process in "repressive" societies where the governments attempt a 

cover-up, since no American government in the history of the Republic has 

ever tried to cover up anything. 

 

The facts that their leaders who engineered these violations maintained their 

political power and were not punished and that the prisons remained open and 

the torture continued unabated, were ignored. Then the programming kicked 

in: the crimes of torture became a sideshow to the main event which was the 

adoration of the freedom of speech and a celebration of the democracy that 

permitted it, following which the crimes were erased from the collective 

consciousness. Such a fine amalgam of delusion and amnesia is the result of 

many decades of careful programming, but it's important to note that both 

the hypnotist and the subjects are willing participants in this charade. The 

American people do not resist these manufactured opportunities to 

forgive and forget. 

 

 

 

 



But there was more. Since the administration had no intention of abandoning 

its precious torture regime, Hollywood undertook, as it often does, the task of 

reprogramming the narrative to include torture in the religious definition of 

democracy and human rights. The dust had hardly settled on these atrocities 

when a new American TV program appeared with many episodes featuring the 

hero torturing suspects in the name of Good. As Ron Unz pointed out, "the 

entire series representing a popular weekly glorification of graphic 

government torture on behalf of the greater good. Throughout all of modern 

history, I am not aware of a single even semi-civilized country that publicly 

celebrated the activities of its professional government torturers in the popular 

media." As is almost always the case, the final propaganda tool was deflection, 

a simple "Look at him. He's worse." in most cases resulting in a media flurry 

of accusations at China about supposed wrongs in Tibet or the injustice of the 

nation's one-child policy. And that completes the process. 

 

Of course, the process is not so clean and tidy when the transgressions are 

against the American people themselves as was the 2007-2008 financial 

meltdown and resulting disastrous loss of jobs, income and homes. In cases 

like this, the people are rather less hasty in forgiving their system for 

betraying them. But most crimes in recent memory have been committed 

against other peoples and other nations, and these tend to attract only 

rationalisation and amnesia. 

 

For its part, the US government will of course always deny until the evidence 

is overwhelming, but the American people themselves have been taught to 

first deny, then rationalise, any events conflicting with their political religion. 

Rarely if ever will they face unpleasant facts as their reality. Even in 

rationalisation, denial is the prime mode. If you point out one of the many and 

serious imperfections in their nation, they have no way to deal with it, and 

generally cannot face the stark dissonance between their fairy-tale self-image 

and the reality of their nation and their lives. When presented with 

inconvenient realities, individual Americans quickly become defensive, 

offended, sullen, and often belligerent. A direct attack based on indisputable 

facts disables the mechanism by which Americans blind themselves to their 

reality, and their internal convictions of the supremacy of their political religion 

cannot long withstand such an attack without the comfort and support of the 

external baby blanket of jingoistic propaganda that arouses their patriotism 

and reinforces their false sense of belonging to the winning team. 



 

In 2012 and 2013 the US wallowed in an anguish created by envy of China's 

high-speed rail network, America's rickety and accident-prone rail system 

suffering badly in comparison. When it became apparent that the Americans 

could never duplicate China's success, they redefined high-speed rail as being 

only 150 Kilometers per hour. That was four generations behind China's 350-

400 Kph trains, but they still couldn't make it work. The result: rationalisation 

through the uniquely American moral lens of politics and religion. "Our slow 

rail network is the price we pay for the great things about America like our 

democratic political system and our freedom of religion." 

 

An internet reader commented that "the American failure to realise an HSR 

system is not because China has better leadership, vision, planning and 

execution and the wisdom to sacrifice short-term benefits and minority 

interests for the long term gain and the greater good; it's because Americans 

have democracy and love freedom". The bickering and indecision, the childish 

squabbling, the vacillation and eventual paralysis of all levels of US 

government on this issue, an impossibility in any sane country, are actually a 

badge of merit in America, evidence of the virtuous freedom of their politicians 

to disagree. "So, let China build its high-speed trains. The more trains they 

have, the less free they become. The Americans would never be so foolish as 

to sacrifice freedom for good transportation or democracy for roads and 

bridges." What else is there to say? 

 

As William Blum noted, inconvenient and unpleasant truths can "penetrate 

a bit too close to the delicately fragile little American heart". Many brutal truths 

are too uncomfortable for emotionally and mentally underdeveloped 

Americans who don't want to be unplugged from the Matrix. Their entire social 

and psychic regime rests on a precarious foundation of nationalistic religion-

based psycho-babble, in a world where truth becomes an unbearable 

existential threat. In spite of the power of propaganda and indoctrination, the 

vast extent of such simple-minded ignorance is difficult to fathom. 

 

 



 

 

 

Whenever pressure is placed on Americans by unpleasant truths knocking on 

their doors, they employ the standard tools of denial, rationalisation and self-

adoration, after which they just re-boot the system, clearing the data from all 

open files and erasing the historical memory. Then we re-start as if nothing 

untoward had ever happened. The truths are there for everyone to see, but 

Americans are unlike any other people in their capacity for self-deception on 

such a grand scale. Americans are prisoners in a fantastic fairytale world 

created for them by their media, a world where the sun always shines, where 

they are always good and noble and just. They are truly unable to face the 

truths of their own existence, preferring to rationalise and pretend and, in the 

face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, continue to believe in 

American moral supremacy. 

 

Americans today are unable to do other than wrap themselves in their flag 

and blindly embrace their corrupt and dysfunctional multi-party political 

system, their opinion-based gutter journalism, their self-destructive free-

market capitalism, and their twisted Christianity, in spite of the obvious 

damage wreaked on their nation and their society. To help us understand how 

a supposedly-advanced nation placed itself in such a condition, we need to 

review some events from the past. 

 



Things Were Different, Then 

 
 

If we look back 50 or 60 years, some things were different. Not in government 

- the US government has always been evil - but society was still largely 

innocent. Those were the days when Americans were socially conservative, so 

we had both compliance and conformity. People and social mores tended to 

be moderate, with extremist positions being out of favor. In those days, what 

we called 'the establishment' contained many restrictions on behavior while 

displaying a remarkable tolerance for social prejudice and injustice. There was 

a kind of tense rigidity in American society that was uniformly repressive. 

Innovation and agitation for social change were not high on anyone's list of 

admirable attributes. 

 



The middle class was expanding and we became more materialistic, but we 

were not so rich then. If we wanted to buy something we often had to save 

for it, because thrift was still a virtue and VISA and MasterCard had 

not yet become universal values. We were credulous. We had Santa Claus 

and the Tooth Fairy. We were excited about candy and apples at Hallowe'en. 

We mailed Christmas cards by the hundreds and distributed little valentines 

to everyone in our class. We watched 'Leave it to Beaver', and Dr. Seuss 

published The Cat in the Hat. 

 

We had heroes who always defended the weak, who followed the cowboy code 

of never hitting a smaller man and never drawing your gun first. They were 

strong, honest and forthright, and fought injustice everywhere.  

 

We had John Wayne, Matt Dillon in Gunsmoke, The Shadow, Superman. We 

had individuals who performed outstanding acts of courage or generosity, of 

patience or virtue, held out to us as ideals to emulate. We had a sense of 

shame. We didn't hang our dirty laundry out in public; we kept unpleasant 

matters to ourselves and didn't parade our extremism or shortcomings on 

Main Street. We had no Monica Lewinsky with only a single, sordid sexual 

credential, earning $20,000 for a public speech. 

 

The media world consisted of thousands of independent TV and radio stations, 

magazines and newspapers, which mostly reported news that was for the most 

part accurate and believable. News anchors and editors were trusted to tell us 

the truth about events, and we often believed what they told us. An opinion 

or editorial stand, however biased or stupid, would be identifed as such and 

presented as a position to ponder. Radical or extreme views seldom if ever 

made it into these pages. Biases or ideological slants were generally 

unappreciated and even condemned, and therefore avoided.  

 

News was presented as a factual chronicle of events. Except for the Americans' 

ingenious war-marketing ability, there were few false news events or faked 

photos to mislead us, and the independent responsible media did not try to 

control our thinking by selective presentation, censorship of events, or today's 

repugnant and ever-present opinion-based journalism. It is true that our 

governments would often misrepresent political circumstances but we knew 

their pronouncements were untrustworthy and we generally discounted them. 



 

The policeman was our friend, righteous and upright; a person who upheld 

law and order and hadn't yet learned to lie freely while under oath in court, 

though he would still happily shoot and kill you for not being white. Priests, 

ministers, rabbis were often trusted, and "You can tell me; I'm a doctor" was 

another belief fervently held. Banks and bankers have of course been 

rapacious and greedy since the days of Babylon; no colder hearts have ever 

existed.  

 

Politicians have never been trustworthy nor trusted. Not then and not now. 

They always lied, always made empty promises, were almost always 

incompetent. It was not for nothing that in surveys repeated over a century, 

politicians ranked somewhere below used-car salesmen and hookers in terms 

of trustworthiness and respect.  

 

It's worthy of note that religions have always wanted our money even more 

than the bankers did, though the bankers didn't generally threaten us with 

spiritual damnation to get it. The used-car salesmen were better. They didn't 

threaten; they just lied and cheated, more like the politicians than the clergy, 

leaving us with the uncomfortable realisation that outright theft by politicians 

is more ethical than religious extortion by priests. 

 

In the corporate world, "short-term" was five years; "long-term" was twenty-

five. Only the reckless would sacrifice long-term growth or stability for the 

sake of short-term profits; in fact, the opposite often happened. Stock 

analysts and money managers were not so plentiful or powerful, and not 

everyone cared what they thought. In the absence of an all-pervasive 

compulsion to goose stock prices, no company warned trepidatiously about 

dashing the market's expectations. Management stock options were small and 

infrequent, and were not of themselves a driving force in corporate strategy.  

 

Management had not yet morphed into a kind of philosophical science, and 

therefore managers quite often were people who actually understood their 

industry and products. 



 

 

 

We had no MBAs who knew how to solve every management problem in the 

universe while knowing absolutely nothing about the products or business of 

whatever industry they were actually in. We had none with the conviction that 

all business was so generic that anything could managed by monkeys looking 

at numbers - financial statements being one of the few real generic items 

common to Big businesses - the others being customers and the police. And 

because we had no MBAs looking at numbers, labor had not yet become a 

fiscal commodity, a kind of balancing item between this quarter's income and 

expenses.  

 

People were not so disposable as today, lay-offs being infrequent and 

reluctantly done. Thank God for the Harvard Business School - yet one more 

unpunished crime against humanity. 



 

On the other hand, Big business has always been predatory and immoral, to 

say nothing of nationless. No Western MNC has ever given a damn for the 

welfare of nations or the people in them; money was the only measure and 

not even enormous human casualties or the economic disintegration of a state 

would deter them. Famous "robber baron" families like the Rockefellers, 

Carnegies and Mellons, Astors and Vanderbilts, famous companies like 

Monsanto and General Motors, and of course the scandalous Satan-

worshippers at the US FED - all darlings of American history - were, under the 

shiny skin, savagely amoral sons of bitches. One hundred years ago GM, using 

every form of coercion and intimidation short of murder, singlehandedly killed 

the US electric auto and train industry, buying up and destroying the rolling 

stock of almost 1,000 US railroads and tramways so it could sell them 

gasoline-engined vehicles instead. GM should be in prison for electrical 

genocide. 

 

"Thanks to free market economists like William Graham Sumner, American 

Big businessmen were grateful to learn that their actions, no matter how 

immoral or corrupt, actually benefited the entire nation." They salved their 

consciences with philanthropy, funding museums, universities, hospitals and 

foundations, using PR agencies to blind us to the reality of their brutal and 

predatory business practices that destroyed everything in their path and 

sacrificed much of what was good in society, all in the name of greed. Behind 

every great American fortune was an even greater crime. And we had 

rights, though some of us seemed to have more than others. If you were 



black, you had the right to be castrated and hung for looking at a white girl. 

If you were Chinese, you had the right to be deported. If you were a gay 

Mormon transvestite, ... well, you get the idea. 

 

One thing we never had was peace. We had Korea and the Suez, Cuba 

and Haiti, Venezuela and Guatemala, Vietnam. In those days, the US was so 

busy cannibalising the world for its multinational corporations that it 

overthrew countless governments and installed almost 50 brutal dictatorships. 

But few Americans knew or understood what was really happening; it was all 

done under the guise of "protecting American interests" or "making the world 

safe for democracy". For 100 years, we watched unceasing "wars of 

liberation", nothing having changed except the names of the newly-liberated. 

Even the death counts remain similar - hundreds of thousands and millions 

dead, all because they were either closet socialists or disobedient to the 

Imperial Master. To all those millions needlessly and brutally killed by US 

hands, the precise reason for their liberation probably mattered little. 

 

The Propaganda Machine 

 

 



 

 

In those days, we did have government propaganda. Jesus, did we ever. 

During the Cold War, nothing was safe from the ideological US government 

witch-hunts about the impending destruction of the universe by the death star 

known as communism. It was truly everywhere, and not only in the news 

media. In the era before television, magazines were a powerful force that that 

dominated American ideology and shaped the perceptions of American 

society. Publications like Henry Luce's Time and Life magazines were mainly 

ideological mouthpieces for government propaganda, purporting to 

summarise and interpret the news, but with most emphasis on the 

'interpreting' part. Life magazine particularly presented innocent-appearing 

photo-essays of the world that were masterpieces of politics and ideology, 

with heavy emphasis on social programming. Gilbert Grosvenor developed the 

National Geographic magazine into another rather nasty political 

propaganda piece, all the more insidious for its ingenious ability to cleverly 

and obliquely slander any country or culture out of favor with the US, as it still 

does today. At the time, the founders of all American communications media 

had come from the same schools and circulated in the same society as most 

of the Right-Wing movers and shakers in the US government and the military, 

a small group that has controlled US domestic and foreign policy for the past 

80 years. 

 

Adult publications were only a small part of the vast American propaganda 

machine; an equally large part was directed at children. Walt Disney's 

Mouseketeers were famous as a front-line defense against socialism and 

communism, and children's TV programs like Howdy Doody and Rocky & 

Bullwinkle were shamelessly and extravagantly exploited in the US 

government's propaganda war against the USSR. Generations of three-year-

old American children were brainwashed into hating "the dreaded 

communists". Children's comic books and story books were commonly 

travesties of propaganda; all ages of children were conscripted as little soldiers 

in this hysterical ideological war. These feverish and patriotic messages 

instilled in all American children virtually from birth, produced an intense and 

lasting paranoia and a blind and incurable ideology among them as adults, 

which served to totally brainwash successive generations of Americans, a 

condition still apparent today. 

 



 

 

Childrens' cartoons were hijacked by the US government on a large scale with 

the intention of indoctrinating generations of children, teaching them to fear 

bad non-Americans who wanted only to steal information or gain control of 

their nation. The primary goal of all this child-directed propaganda was to 

present America and its allies as being totally and completely in the right, 

while all others were totally and completely wrong, the "others" presented as 

subhuman and completely evil. Walt Disney was a major tool in this 

enterprise, having been contracted by the US government to create childrens' 

propaganda cartoons that would generate support for wars. "One of the more 

famous of these animated propaganda pieces was a cartoon titled Education 

for Death - The Making of a Nazi, a story of an innocent boy turned into a 

savage soldier through years of brainwashing", but in fact reflecting the 

identical process employed by the American government on its own children. 

The stereotypes and racial associations created by this indoctrination would 

have lasted long beyond the wars, the US government having forever defined 

entire peoples as enemies of the state. With the natural religion-inspired 

racism that already flourished in the US, all minds were susceptible to this 

propaganda. 

 



 

 

Among the more typical US government propaganda items were magazine 

ads telling girls if they didn't save their virginity for marriage, they were 

"giving it up to a communist". Or: "In the eyes of Communism, a child is 

simply something to be warped into one shape: godless, ignorant of moral 

responsibility, devoid of intellectual honesty, a creature of the State." Or this 

one (one of my favorites): "They don't understand the love we have for our 

children. They don't even have a word for it in their language". Lovely. And it 

wasn't only communism and socialism that were under fire from these 

propaganda attacks. Any political or religious ideology that differed 

from the US narrative was also targeted, as were other nations, races 

and cultures. 

 



American propaganda was not only negative in condemning 'the other', but 

became increasingly pre-emptive in seeking to instil in the domestic 

population a political/social/religious ideology that would be both permanent 

and heavily circumscribed and controlled, with much of the thrust aimed at 

the youngest generation. The world has never seen such a flood of 

reprehensible government propaganda, not even from the old USSR. From all 

this, entire generations of Americans grew to despise the other 96% of the 

world's people without ever understanding what they were against or why 

they were against it - an ignorance which exists to this day. 

 

 

 

Beginning in the late 1940s and continuing to the present day, the US has 

been engaged in an ideological war against socialism, a war driven primarily 

by a fear stoked in an ignorant and naive American public. This is perhaps 

best personified by Joseph McCarthy, an influential US Senator who used 

his power to instil fear into the both the government and the general 

population, and to implement one of the most widespread programs of Human 

Rights violations that has ever existed in any country. 

 

The McCarthy era, which persisted in some ways until the 1970s, was driven 

by a genuine and irrational fear of socialism and communism, with disastrous 



results both inside the US and outside in terms of its effects on US foreign 

policy. By the time Russia blockaded Berlin, the US was almost hysterical with 

anti-communism, resulting in witch-hunts, censorship, and widespread 

human-rights abuses. Countless thousands of people were mercilessly 

harrassed, and "dissidents" were jailed merely on suspicion of being socialists 

or communist sympathisers. "Those charged were usually denied the right to 

see the evidence against them, and in many cases were not even told what 

they were accused of. Almost no attorneys were willing to defend these 

victims, because often the US courts would jail the lawyer along with his 

client." 

 

Countless publications were determined subversive; thousands of book titles 

were banned and burned, careers ruined, lives destroyed. More than half of 

all US households were required to pass a "loyalty review" that would decide 

both their employability and most certainly their freedom. Any suggestion or 

accusation that a person was favorably disposed to communism or socialism, 

made him instantly unemployable. Many people suffered loss of employment, 

destruction of their careers, and even imprisonment, based on no evidence at 

all. 

 

The FBI under Edgar Hoover widely used illegal undercover operations to 

harass citizens, and often planted forged documents to create suspicion of 

targeted individuals. Any suggestions of liberal reform such as child labor laws, 

were labeled as 'Communist Plots' and killed. During this entire period, 

America was a totalitarian fascist police state, with citizens watching and 

policing each other, informing on each other, destroying each other's lives. It 

is almost a bad joke when Americans today criticise China for jailing 

'dissidents' when not very long ago their own country was harrassing 

and imprisoning thousands of totally innocent people. 

 

One year, when a group of American citizens nominated a former US Vice-

President to run for President under a new 'Progressive Party', a national 

American newspaper promptly published the names, addresses and places of 

employment of more than 1,000 of his supporters. Many of those individuals 

soon lost their jobs, were expelled from unions or professional associations. 

Most were even denied all social security benefits, their children were often 

abused and harrassed, and many experienced countless forms of social 

retribution. In America, the land of freedom and independent thinking, 



the country that "treasures" dissidents, one does not stray from the standard 

narrative without paying a heavy price. 

 

Senator McCarthy is gone and the Cold War is over, but that mentality 

remains in the US to this day, and much of the national security 

apparatus created to fight socialism and communism in that era still 

exists. This unreasonable Right-Wing fear of liberal socialism still drives much 

of US foreign policy, and the mere mention of it is sufficient to create a 

persistent, cold-war-type attack on any country. The fact that China is still 

considered both communist and socialist is more than sufficient to 

resurrect those same irrational fears and emotions in the US. 

 

Any mild form of socialism or liberal tendencies will send the US Right Wing 

into a frenzy. In the recent juvenile US debate on health care, the most 

damaging and damning criticisms of the proposals was that they were 

'socialist' and that the US would be turned into a 'hotbed of socialism'. Canada 

is often despised and denigrated by the US Right-Wing media for being a 

'socialist nanny-state', simply because Canada has a good Social Security 

System. McCarthyism still exists in the US in all but the name, with Right-

Wing politicians and capitalist extremists continuing to feed off the ignorance 

of the majority of the American public, stoking fears among the masses 

against ideologies they know little or nothing about. 

 

Few Americans are familiar today with the McCarthy era and the extensive 

human rights violations resulting from its fascist ideology, but there was much 

more that hasn't been brought to light. The US is fond of using moralistic 

justifications of human rights and free speech as wedges to drive Hillary 

Clinton's new "Civil Society" artillery into other nations for the purpose of 

undermining and destabilising their governments. To restrict the activities of 

these clandestine groups is to incur a barrage of US media disapprobation and 

veiled threats of divine retribution. China is very much in such a situation 

today. But it wasn't so long ago that the US found itself under precisely such 

an attack, though largely imaginary, and the American response to these 

foreign attempts at sedition are instructive. 

 

The first Un-American Activities Committee was established more than 75 

years ago, to investigate supposedly subversive propaganda then being 



circulated in the United States, and to protect American citizens from "vicious 

propaganda of foreign origin aimed at the subversion of those fundamental 

principles upon which our Constitution rests". It was created to throw the 

"spotlight of pitiless publicity" on propaganda agents of foreign governments, 

aiming to "expose them and to inform the public of the sources that promoted 

and paid for the spread of such foreign propaganda". The Act stated that 

secrecy was essential to the success of these foreign-sponsored subversive 

activities, and it meant to force them into the open. The US Supreme Court 

stated: "The intent is to prohibit secrecy as to any kind of political activity by 

foreign agents. The bill is intended to label information of foreign origin so 

that our people may not be deceived by a belief that the information comes 

from a disinterested source". 

 

Any foreign organisation operating within the United States, even from 

abroad, and "any organisation or person subsidised or assisted directly or 

indirectly, in whole or in part, by a foreign country or its agents" had to be 

registered as a foreign agent, and very extensive details of its precise activities 

and all sources of financing or other assistance had to be recorded and filed 

regularly with the authorities. Moreover, all communication from all these 

organisations or persons had to be plainly labeled as "foreign propaganda". 

 

Much of the content of this legislation still exists in the US today, as does the 

Un-American Activities Committee itself. The Americans have never been in 

the least apologetic for these extensive restrictions on civil society during all 

these decades, nor have they ever heeded complaints from foreign 

governments about these regulations. Moreover, the Americans have never 

been bashful about flooding their nation with false and fear-mongering 

propaganda about other government systems or narratives, in order to 

forestall the American people from ever acquiring an interest in, much less 

developing an understanding of, alternate methods of government. The 

Americans were doing what was best for America, and everyone else could go 

to hell. 

 

The obvious question to be asked is why it is okay for the US to 

severely restrict all foreign-sponsored political activity that 

contradicts the US religion of democracy, while it is not okay for other 

nations to similarly restrict identical subversive activities by the 

Americans. What's good for the goose is good for the gander. 



 

If China attempts today to restrict the massive American interference within 

China's borders, the Americans are ready with cries of human rights violations 

and accusations of restrictions on freedom of speech or assembly, but the 

Americans aren't bashful about instituting these same violations 

against foreigners threatening them. Hypocrisy is so natural to 

Americans. The American narrative myth is that these civil society groups can 

help China to manage some of its social needs, but the entire purpose of this 

multitude of NGOs is political, not social. They are America's new tools of 

political mass destruction and need to be seen as such. Any other view 

is not only unforgivably naive but extremely dangerous. 

 

 

Political Indoctrination 

 

  

 

  

  

Americans don’t believe China should adopt US-style multi-party politics 

because it’s a good system, or even because they believe it’s a good system. 

https://www.bluemoonofshanghai.com/politics/8900/


Most Americans aren’t sufficiently educated to know if a system is good or 

bad. Instead, they are deluded that their entire belief system and set of values 

is held in their minds as the world’s default position, representing the 

natural order of the universe. And they presume to measure the world 

according to this political religion. 

  

One American wrote: “I’m really tired of hearing about democracy. Time and 

again, people are saying, maybe the Western style isn’t right for this country, 

or maybe the country isn’t ready for democracy. Well, when, pray tell, is a 

country finally ready for democracy?” We can’t help but pity this pathetic fool. 

You can feel his frustration. To him, it is self-evident that American-style 

multi-party politics is the natural human condition, the inexorable result of 

human evolution, and it is beyond the limits of his shrunken intellect to 

imagine that the correct answer to his question is “Well, maybe never.” Here’s 

another American, this one with a kind heart. He is tolerant and counsels 

patience. I like this guy. “We need to recognize that our ideology is not for 

everybody. The Chinese are still evolving upward, and without an educated 

society, US-style democracy will not work.” Now we know. The Chinese 

cannot adopt democracy because they are still primitive, having only 

just taken their first baby steps from apehood to Americanism. Those 

who reject our system do not do so because it’s unsuitable, dysfunctional and 

corrupt, but because they aren’t sufficiently educated. 

  

If we blow away the smoke, it is self-evident that there are no absolutes in 

systems of government. A monarchy could be a perfectly acceptable system; 

there is nothing inherently wrong in having a king. Granted, it’s better if that 

king is wise, benevolent and responsible because if he is evil, corrupt and 

interested only in waging war on borrowed money, then the country would be 

shit. But then this is the main reason the US is shit today – because it’s 

government and leaders are evil, corrupt, and interested only in waging war 

on borrowed money. Whether in government or commerce, the critical 

feature is the character of the leaders. 

  

Other forms of government or social organisation, the theories of socialism, 

were never presented to the American public in impartial or even in intelligent 

terms. There were no discussions of relative strengths or weaknesses or 

comparative records of accomplishments, nor were these permissible. The 

perspective offered was exceedingly narrow and any shade of socialism was 



presented with images of excessive government control, dictatorships and a 

form of evil. Any part of the world not firmly in the US camp or under American 

control was displayed to American children and adults in terms of socialist 

subversion, brutality and desire for world domination. 

  

Virtually the entire socio-political landscape consisted of politicised rhetoric 

created by the US media in concert with the government. In contrast to idyllic 

images of the average American family with their 2.4 children living in their 

house with the little white picket fence and a yard with green grass, books 

and TV programs depicted the world outside the US as consisting of “wretched 

and terrifying places, with photos of malnourished children and bombed-out 

cities“. Other nations were savage and brutal, their citizens living hopeless 

grey lives in a hopeless grey world, portrayed as godless and deceitful, evil 

drones inciting unrest and revolution. There was never a presentation or fair 

discussion of issues; the intent was never to educate or inform, but to 

indoctrinate, media and publishing content all pulled from the same political-

religious agenda. TV programs and history books read more like jingoistic 

sermons than facts of history or current affairs: “From island to island, 

continent to continent, the children of free peoples move the forces of tyranny 

from the face of the earth”. American religions were riding this wagon with as 

much eagerness as was the government, the people being taught that anti-

communism or anti-socialism was an alliance with God himself, and that 

America was destined to be the savior of the world by divine 

appointment. 

  

Former US Senator William Fulbright wrote that Americans not only 

misinterpreted their power as virtue, but further misinterpreted the imaginary 

virtue as a sign of God’s favor, giving America the unique responsibility to 

make the world wiser, happier and richer. In other words, remaking everyone 

as Americans. Former US Secretary of State Colin Powell said the US was “a 

country that exists by the grace of a divine providence“. Herman Melville 

wrote, “We Americans are the chosen people, and God has predestined – and 

mankind expects – great things from our race.” It was impossible for young 

children, and indeed for entire generations of uninformed and simple-minded 

Americans, to develop a realistic and healthy world view under the onslaught 

of this incessant propaganda war. While contrary political philosophies were 

summarily banished as godless, brutal and warlike, the American experience 

was portrayed in terms of altruism, humanity, morality and rule of law. 

American children were taught their government’s repeated military travesties 



were divinely inspired, America riding to the rescue like the cowboys in the 

Western movies, so when the US military went out on yet another war of 

liberation to kill yet another 3 million civilians, the citizenry acquiesced, 

strengthened by their faith in their own virtue. 

  

History, of course, was one of the casualties of this generations-long domestic 

propaganda war, since the Americans freely excised the often-barbaric 

unpleasantness of their actions and reduced historic events to simplistic 

sound-bytes, caricatures of real events, creating countless popular myths to 

captivate their domestic audience and shield Americans forever from the truth 

of their own existence. 

 

 

 

Washington as slave master. Black people as slaves. 

Source: https://justseeds.org/remember-history-remember-relevance/  

 

Christopher Columbus is today venerated throughout the US with a 

Columbus Day holiday and even Washington’s ‘District of Columbia’ is named 

after him. To support their narrative, the Americans created the myth of 

Queen Isabella of Spain pawning her crown jewels to finance his voyages of 

exploration, but none of that is true. Columbus, whose real name was 

Cristobol Colon, was a Jewish slave trader financed by wealthy Jewish 

businessmen, whose discovery of the new world set in motion a program of 

https://justseeds.org/remember-history-remember-relevance/


genocide that covered all the Americas, exterminating countless millions of 

people including the entire Maya, Inca and Aztec civilisations, as well as the 

Carib Indians and 98% of American aboriginal peoples. To celebrate a national 

holiday in his name is an unparalleled obscenity, but not for the Americans. 

To them, Columbus created “freedom”. 

 

American presidents as a class constitute some of the most shameless myths 

of US history, always presented in glowing terms of wisdom, humanity and 

greatness when they were mostly racist genocidal thugs. It was the great 

George Washington who instructed his troops to skin the bodies of natives 

“from the hips downward to make boot tops or leggings”, and Theodore 

Roosevelt, the Nobel Peace Prize winner, was worse, telling Americans that 

the lives of aboriginal natives were “as meaningless, squalid, and ferocious as 

the wild beasts”, and that America’s extermination of them and the theft of 

their land “was ultimately beneficial as it was inevitable”. 

 

Davy Crockett, an American frontiersman beloved by generations of small 

boys, was built into the epitome of a moral role model for emulation, the kids 

being taught he died fighting “an enemy of freedom” at the Alamo. The hell 

he did. Crockett was little more than a murderous goon expanding the 

American empire, and died trying to kill thousands of Mexicans, just as he had 

previously done with the natives. There were many of these so-called 

American heroes, mostly created from the corpses of resurrected non-descript 

gangsters and infused with a sudden excess of Christian morality, becoming 

part Christian soldier and part typical American. 

 

In order to ease the penetration of the mythical narrative into the fertile and 

innocent little minds of the people, America invented jingoism, the fervent 

if pathologically false conviction that you, your nation, your systems, 

values and beliefs are vastly superior to all others. US President Calvin 

Coolidge told his people “To live under the American Constitution is the 

greatest political privilege that was ever accorded to the human race”. 

American Journalist Michael Hirsh wrote that American global domination 

was “the greatest gift the world has received in many, many centuries, 

possibly all of recorded history.” Ann Coulter, an extreme Right-Wing US 

columnist, called US soldier Pat Tillman (whom you will meet elsewhere in 

this Series) “an American original: virtuous, pure and masculine like only an 



American male can be”. Most people want to throw up after reading much of 

this stuff, but to Americans this is reality. 

 

When a society substitutes political fairy-tales and myths, nationalistic slogans 

and religious rhetoric for historical fact, it distorts much of the historical reality 

of a people and a nation, and that is the truth of America today. We have 

generations of people who have adopted a vast library of false imagery and 

political-religious myths as a substitute for factual knowledge of their nation. 

Hollywood has been one of the worst sinners. Movies have served as one of 

the most effective and widespread disseminators of political propaganda and 

misinformation, leading generations of Americans to believe the fictitious 

caricatures. American movies and TV programs do not reflect reality, and any 

with historical references do not mirror history. 

 

It is commonly known that the reason countless American war movies are so 

realistic and well-done is due to the free availability to Hollywood of the entire 

US military apparatus, at often astonishing expense to the military. Hours of 

scenes shot on aircraft carriers at sea, with dozens of take-offs and landings, 

are not cheap, but the only cost to a movie producer is the surrender of the 

script to the military censors who sacrifice historical accuracy by converting 

portions of the nation’s history into political-religious morality fables. Movie-

goers are misled into believing they are watching a documentary film, the 

producers assuring their public of a faithful representation of reality where 

“only the names have been changed”, but this has always been nonsense. 

Perhaps other nations do this, but the Americans perfected the process to the 

point where historical movies bear virtually no relation to real events and are 

essentially false propaganda films. Among many prominent myths is that the 

US saved the world by single-handedly winning the war in Europe whereas 

the truth is that most of the burden was borne by Russia and the US entry 

was notable primarily for its looting of the carcass. 

 

Another myth heavily propagated by America’s establishment is that the US 

is “the world’s Arsenal for Democracy” and has been paying for the defense of 

Europe (and Canada) since the Second War, evidenced by the maintenance of 

US military bases everywhere. Of course, the US has never paid for the 

defense of anybody because neither Europe nor Canada have ever been in the 

slightest danger of attack from anyone other than the US itself. The 

proliferation of American military bases was forced onto Europe to ensure US 



domination and never in any sense to defend anyone. Americans firmly believe 

the propaganda that US bases in places like Taiwan, South Korea and Okinawa 

are to protect local people rather than to enforce American control. This 

immense ignorance persists because the American propaganda machine 

provides only myths and sound bytes; it never gives facts, information or 

detail. 

 

When movies and television embed religious nationalism and political rhetoric 

in their offerings for the masses, the entire population becomes misinformed 

(as intended), and both historical and current reality are twisted and distorted. 

As one author emphasised, we expect politicians or religious figures to present 

their personal values and positions, but when this political-religious ideology 

with all its attendant values is buried in entertainment, viewers seldom 

recognise the propaganda and tend to believe its accuracy. They also tend to 

unconsciously adopt the moral principles being preached. For decades, this is 

one major way the American mind was molded, and the process continues in 

even more elaborate form to this day, as with the recent foolish movie-myth 

about the killing of Osama bin Laden, and the many entertaining but 

historically false tales of Pearl Harbor and the Vietnam war. 

 

Another recent example is Steven Spielberg’s unforgivably distorted portrayal 

of Lincoln and slavery and the American civil war. It was the Rothschild’s 

Barings Bank that financed the slave trade, and a great many if not most of 

the slave traders were Jewish. Furthermore, we have adequate documentation 

that it was European Jewish bankers who stimulated the slavery-related rift in 

American society to instigate the civil war. In this context, Spielberg’s movie 

is an especially offensive false and mythical portrayal of the true facts. As one 

columnist noted, Spielberg’s movie “had too many negroes and too few Jews”. 

The upshot is that tens of millions of gullible Americans will take with them to 

their graves a totally and absolutely false understanding of a critical period in 

their nation’s history. This uniquely American process has always been obvious 

to citizens of other nations, and many have expressed concern that the 

targeting and exposure of young children to this pervasive political 

indoctrination would be detrimental to their development – as it has proven 

to be. 

 

Schoolbooks were the same. American author James Loewen wrote an 

interesting book titled “Lies my teacher told me”, based on his review of 



leading textbooks of American History, which he concluded were “an 

embarrassing amalgam” of foolish optimism, blind patriotism, and 

misinformation. The titles are sufficient to guess the tone of the propagandised 

content. “Land of Promise, The American Way, Rise of the American Nation, 

Life and Liberty, the Challenge of Freedom, The Triumph of America, The Great 

Republic”, and many more, all covered with American flags. To paraphrase 

someone’s cute expression: In China, a chemistry text is titled “Principles of 

Chemistry”; in America it’s “Battling Electron Tyranny: the Rise of the 

Molecule”. This juvenile political-religious ideology pervades everything in 

America. 

 

I have examined many American textbooks on many subjects, and have 

concluded that elementary school literature books and storybooks may be the 

most deserving of condemnation for their shameless proselytising of the same 

political and religious propaganda that exists throughout the US in all media. 

Stories where only Americans exhibit virtue and heroism, where only they 

display righteousness and generosity, all while overcoming ignorance and evil 

throughout the world. American author Frances Fitzgerald did a similar 



study of American history textbooks and concluded, “According to these 

books, the United States had been a kind of Salvation Army to the rest of the 

world: throughout history, it had done little but dispense benefits to poor, 

ignorant, and diseased countries. The United States always acted in a 

disinterested fashion, always from the highest of motives; it gave, never 

took.” One author noted that “It would be better not to know so many things 

than to know so many things that are not true”. 

 

The Americans have done this with nations and cultures in addition to their 

own. Their first major attempt at colonisation was with their first invasion of 

the Philippines, after which they forced their language onto that nation and 

immediately followed with a carefully-chosen selection of American history, 

literature and propaganda. They spent years and countless thousands of hours 

in determining the best way to propagandise an entire nation of people to 

forget their own past, venerate their present colonial status, and learn to 

worship the Americans. The US did the same with many Central and South 

American nations, as did the UK with Hong Kong, rewriting the domestic 

history books to erase from consciousness those nations’ heroes, traditions 

and hopes of freedom from American imperialism. 

 

You have read the story of Iraq and will not be surprised at the hatred the 

Iraqis hold for their American occupiers, but the US propaganda machine has 

not been idle here. For the past decade the US government has spent millions 

in writing propaganda and indoctrination articles and paying local media to 

run them. American soldiers are given what William Blum called “talking 

points” to help them spread the American Christian gospel to the natives. “We 

are not an occupying force. We are a values-based, people-focused team that 

strives to uphold the dignity and respect of all. We are moving forward 

together with the Iraqi government as partners in building a future for the 

sons and daughters of Iraq. We will help our Iraqi partners as they build their 

new and independent country and take their rightful place in the world 

community.” Given the brutal truths of Iraq, this kind of propaganda is 

reprehensible and those propagating it should be shot. 



 

Most American education and entertainment, and even TV commercials, 

followed the same pattern of religious politicisation, indoctrination and 

propaganda. Americans were always moral and superior, battling for God in a 

world with no shades of grey. And it was rather worse than this, because 

the manipulation of public opinion on such a grand scale in any society 

requires the cooperation of government, the military, business, the 

media, advertising, publishing, entertainment and other industries. 

The controlling elite must all be single-mindedly reading from the same script 

to make this work and, with all these players, the temptation for mission creep 

was irresistible. 

 

One of the natural and planned results of the incessant programmed 

propagation of these totally false historical mythologies, as per the preachings 

of Lippman and Bernays, was the destruction of intellectual independence. 

Americans were propagandised and programmed to see the world through the 

same pair of eyes – the pair their masters wanted them to look through. 

Contrary to American claims of free and independent thinking, ideological 

uniformity became paramount, where independent thinkers, dissidents and 

those with dissenting opinions most often found themselves immediately 

ostracised. One of the best examples of this is Noam Chomsky, a former MIT 

professor, prolific author and outspoken critic of much of the US system. 

Chomsky has been blacklisted by the US government and the media. One 

writer noted that his name appears almost nowhere; reviews of his books are 

nowhere to be found; his widely-attended public speeches apparently never 



occurred. The man has been ‘disappeared’ for daring to criticise the ideological 

narrative. In America, praying to the wrong god is dangerous. 

 

Americans would never be so foolish as to permit foreign intellectuals to teach 

at their universities and promote other systems of government or economics. 

Freedom of speech in America means staying within the prescribed narrative. 

Stray from that, and you will quickly find yourself ostracised, unemployed and 

unemployable. To seriously propose the superiority of a political religion 

different than that of the US, to present its advantages without apology or 

back-tracking, is to disappear from the intellectual world. To factually present 

to American university students the multiple advantages and overall 

superiority of China’s one-party government is to beg for dismissal. Similarly, 

you can criticise capitalism all you like, but if you stray very far from praising 

the American predatory gospel of free markets, deregulation and lack of 

oversight, you will be gone. You are free to decry government intrusions into 

matters of civilian privacy, and the increasingly frightening US domestic 

surveillance, but you will at the same time continue to praise the 

(increasingly non-existent) freedoms and human rights so precious to 

the narrative. 

 

As someone noted, the government may not show its hand, and indeed it may 

not have to do so; the institution itself will recognise the inherent danger and 

will remove you. The reasons for your dismissal will never be forthrightly 

discussed. The university will claim there was “little student interest in his 

class”, or it will make veiled accusations about your lack of professionalism, 

or question your competence, but you will definitely be dismissed and no 

other institution will hire you. In America, you do not stray from the 

narrative and survive. The channel for dissent does indeed exist, but is heavily 

circumscribed and must adopt an approved format. It is permissible in America 

to criticise democracy, and even to do it harshly, but one must end with a 

statement that in spite of all its faults it is still the world’s best system. It is 

only manipulated dissent that is permitted. True protest in America has always 

been presented as subversive, unpatriotic and seditious; witness the 

Vietnam war protesters, especially the university students, many of 

whom were simply shot by the authorities. 

 

This censorship of dissent is even stronger today. Historical evidence 

demonstrates conclusively that single-party governments are far more 



successful in creating rapid development than are electoral democracies, 

witnessed by Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, China and Hong Kong. In 1998, 

John Wenders wrote an article from which I will quote here: “The Harvard 

Business School invited a prominent Hong Kong businessman, Philip Tose, to 

speak. After his speech, Mr. Tose was asked why he thought Hong Kong has 

prospered and India had languished. Mr. Tose replied, “One word: 

Democracy”. The faculty, of course, was aghast, and scrambled to 

disassociate itself from Mr. Tose’s questioning of the democracy icon. The 

dean of the faculty, Kim B. Clark, issued a statement declaring the 

businessman’s remarks as “totally at odds with my own views and those of 

the Harvard Business School faculty”.” So much for independent thinking and 

freedom of speech. In America, you can say whatever you want, so long as 

you don’t stray from the narrative. Actually, that’s not quite true. You can 

stray, but you can kiss your life good-bye in doing it. 

 

 

 

A strident nationalism is an integral part of this pervasive, inescapable and 

perpetual indoctrination, which is why the American flag is everywhere. It is 

in churches, at home entrances, in offices, in storefronts, in schools and on 



university campuses, as a silent but incessant ideological reinforcement. Only 

in American supermarkets can you buy Freedom toilet paper plastered with 

American flags. The American national anthem is sung everywhere, the Pledge 

of Allegiance recited daily. David Kertzer, from Brown University, wrote, 

“Pledges of allegiance are marks of totalitarian states, not democracies. I can’t 

think of a single democracy except the United States that has a pledge of 

allegiance.” It is not a comforting experience to see ranks and files of 

automatons with their hands on their hearts, paying respect to a flag and 

mindlessly swearing allegiance to what is essentially a criminal enterprise. 

Nationalism, patriotism, faith, freedom and democracy are all part of 

the one American religion. The media for this national religion are 

everywhere. At ballgames, and in hundreds or even thousands of places, 

people listen to a prayer and sing their national anthem, an important 

reinforcement of their political religion, expressing a conviction that their 

nation and its system of values are blessed by God. 

 

Patriotism and political-religious indoctrination and reinforcement of the 

American so-called values are even in the streets, literally. We have 

Independence Avenue, Freedom Boulevard, Democracy Road, Liberty Lane. 

Nowadays there may even be a Dictatorship Drive, just North of the Torture 

Turnpike. We have Freedom shopping malls, Liberty Parks and so much more. 

Virtually all American advertising takes advantage of this 

brainwashing propaganda. The Germans sell excellent cars on the basis of 

quality, dependability and good engineering. The Americans sell crappy cars 

based on freedom and taking control of your life. Perception is everything and 

substance nothing. Escape from the narrative is impossible. No other 

nation in the world has engaged in political-religious brainwashing propaganda 

on such a massive scale. Patriotism in America is neither natural nor 

spontaneous; it has been planned, programmed and instilled in all Americans 

from birth, at least all white Americans. It is often so foolish as to be comical 

and open to ridicule, but simultaneously rather frightening. Consider this 

example: 

 

The media topic is that fewer Americans are buying live Christmas trees 

in favor of artificial ones that are less bother and are re-usable. The live 

tree industry feels a long-term threat to its survival. No politics here, no 

religion. But then this is America and things are different here. The 

problem, according to the US media, is not the change in consumer 

tastes but rather is China, specifically “China’s cheap, fake Christmas 



trees”. China is “threatening our authentic American trees” and, even 

more importantly, China is also threatening “the patriotic Americans” 

who supply the authentic American trees. The media article therefore 

advised all these threatened freedom-loving Americans to go out into 

the forest and find “a God-grown tree”. When you read this, do you 

laugh or cry? 

 

 

The ideological uniformity created by their extensive programming resulted in 

Americans becoming the least adaptable of all peoples. European hotels 

offered an “American plan” because accommodation differing from that at 

home was too challenging for Americans to deal with. Every coffee shop was 

forced to offer Café Americano because Americans couldn’t bring themselves 

to drink repulsive concoctions called espresso or cappuccino, though these 

became suddenly popular after being re-invented by Starbucks and were then 

American. The list is long. Locals and expats in other countries have no 

shortage of stories about the pathetic failure of Americans to fit into a foreign 

environment, helplessly demanding that everything be delivered to them the 

way it is at home. 

 

Even in Shanghai, many Americans will gather in what are essentially foreign 

compounds where they associate only with each other in what appears to be 

a desperate attempt to re-create an American environment with as little 

Chinese contamination as possible. For them, life is not different than living 

on the edge of Chinatown in Boston or New York, where they can have Chinese 

food if they want it but return home to their white lifestyle after dinner. But 

mostly they frequent Hooters and Malones and the American bars, and take 

the kids to KFC and McDonald’s to celebrate their foreign experience in China. 

American firms in China naturally expect all their Chinese employees to be 

fully fluent in English because no American can learn Chinese, and they 

constantly bellyache about laws or policies that are “backward” only in the fact 

that they differ from those in the US. 

 

This same ideological uniformity not only prevents Americans from 

adapting but also renders them culturally color-blind, living in a one-

dimensional American-colored world in which they misinterpret most 

of what they see.  



I was once walking on a Shanghai street with an American acquaintance when 

he commented on the numerous ‘wheelchair ramps’ that appeared on the 

curbs of most street intersections in both large and small cities. He then 

proceeded to enlighten me with his views on Chinese culture and attitudes, 

based on conclusions drawn from his observations of accommodation of the 

handicapped. I had to interrupt my education to inform him that those were 

not ‘wheelchair ramps’ but had instead been inserted for bicycles. The 

shrunken American mentality sees something foreign it often does not 

understand, interprets that misunderstanding in the light of what the events 

would mean if they occurred in the US, then draws a flurry of conclusions 

which are almost always nonsensical in their irrelevancy.  

 

In another case, “a world-famous psychology professor” at UCLA noted in a 

treatise that the Chinese need to lose their natural (or conditioned) “shyness 

and lack of confidence”. It was beyond both the imagination and the intellect 

of this stellar Harvard Ph.D. to realise that she was witnessing not shyness 

but modesty, one of the most charming and sincere of all Chinese 

characteristics, and certainly not one to be replaced with in-your-face 

American ‘confidence’. 

 

And of course, it is the same at home. With all the immigration to the Promised 

Land of America, the US became – as Americans even today are proud to tell 

us – a “melting pot”. And this wasn’t a fake one. It was the real kind of melting 

pot, where the people at the bottom get burned and all the scum floats to the 

top.  

 

We often see articles or programs in the Western media about ethnic 

differences and the problems of cultural assimilation, for which the US coined 

the term “cultural melting pot”, and which has always been promoted to us as 

one of the great benefits of ‘freedom and democracy’. But in truth, this melting 

pot is precisely what we call cultural genocide. Americans talk glibly about 

how they treasure all the cultures that form their society, but that is bitterly 

false propaganda. 



 

 

Many families emigrated to Canada and the US from Eastern Europe in the 

early 1900s, and the first generations generally still tried hard to maintain 

their cultural background, their language, the traditions, festivals and so on. 

But for the younger generations growing up after WWII, that was almost 

impossible. There was great pressure on children to conform to North 

American cultural standards, which is to say, to a lack of a culture of any kind. 

Many from those days recount their times in elementary school being ridiculed 

because of their parents’ accents, because of their sometimes-funny ways, 

the odd foods they ate and the funny foreign languages they spoke. It was 

pervasive, incessant, inescapable, and often brutal. A US politician recently 

proposed that all Chinese and other Asians in the US should have to renounce 

their foreign names and adopt English ones because the Asian names were 

too difficult to pronounce. American adaptability at its finest. 

 

Youngsters had no way of dealing with this except to renounce their heritage 

and try to become like everyone else – which mostly meant adopting the 

white, Anglo-Saxon model. That pressure was on everyone from every ethnic 

group from every country, with schools and government responsible for much 

of this assimilation pressure to renounce your ‘foreign’ cultural heritage and 

become truly white. However much the US (or Canada) preach about 

respecting minorities, the real-life experience is that you can succeed only by 



escaping your minority and becoming, if you can, part of the majority. And 

you can do that only by renouncing your heritage, your language, culture and 

traditions. And that really constitutes a cultural genocide. The 

overwhelmingly ideological political-religious fabric of North American society 

will not permit anyone to be very different. To enter this ‘melting pot’ is to 

emerge as some kind of homogenised nothingness. The only real freedom 

that exists in America – and the only “freedom” that Americans will 

grant the world, is the freedom to be like them. 

 

You cannot maintain a separate cultural or political identity because the hive 

forces you to conform, forces everyone to think the same things, to see the 

world through the same pair of eyes and focused through the same distorted 

lenses of patriotism, religion and free-market capitalism. Appearance and 

mythology are everything; truth is nothing. The result of all the deafening 

marketing noise and generations of propaganda meant to hide the truth from 

everyone including the Americans themselves, the US is one of the least 

individualistic of all countries, with 300 million people all reading from the 

same script, all thinking and believing the same things, and all equally 

desperate to convince you of their individuality. To a foreigner, Americans 

often fit the dictionary definition of a hive mind so perfectly that in critical 

areas like international relations, they are frightening for the threat their 

ignorance and binary mentality pose to the rest of the world. 

 

By contrast, Europe is impressive in that many geographically small countries 

in such close proximity still maintain 100% of their individual cultures. 

European countries do not ‘melt’ into each other. You will see a bit of fuzziness 

near the borders, but when you’re 5 Kms inside Italy, you know absolutely 

that you are no longer in France. That is the result of a human cultural 

tolerance – “live and let live” – and that is precisely what Americans lack. 

Living in Rome, I enjoyed the charming coffee shop sign boards containing 

the price of coffee in about 15 different currencies. In the US, you can pay in 

American dollars or go back to your own stupid country. In terms of humanity, 

the Europeans do everything better than do the Americans. And so does 

China: With its 56 ethnic groups, you’d think there would be great pressure 

to assimilate, but all evidence points in the opposite direction. China’s 

government jealously protects and defends these people precisely to prevent 

their being assimilated, and has even created semi-autonomous provinces for 

their cultural benefit. When we experience the humanity and tolerance 



on other continents, we cannot avoid concluding that American 

promulgations of ethnic equality and respect are just rubbish. 

The American inability to adapt was only a small part of the political and 

religious ideological programming, this inability being the sibling of a marked 

intolerance for all other peoples and cultures, and both being the offspring of 

their supremacist Christian racism, which is inherent in American ideology to 

a shocking degree. Americans are, and have always been, repugnantly 

and unapologetically racist.  

 

In an Al-Jazeera article, the writer, describing the US, wrote, “… the land is 

soaked with religiosity and racism [and] has been soaking in them for about 

400 years. The result is that religion and racism are completely natural 

features in the landscape of public affairs – and to notice it would be like 

noticing the air you breath and the water you drink, and doing that is to stand 

outside of the normal patterns of political life”.  

 

One of the many telling signs of the deep and frightening racism embedded in 

the US psyche is that the only public debate on the issue of government-

sponsored extra-judicial executions centered on the question of killing white 

Americans. No discussion arose, or was even necessary, on the murders of 

people of other races in other countries: “They’re not really humans, you 

know?” 

 

Americans, individually and in their media, exhibit no reluctance to disparage 

or bash other nations and cultures, to mock, ridicule and condemn attitudes 

or practices that conflict with their political-religious narrative, yet they react 

with a surprising sensitivity to criticism directed at them. The US media 

feature a daily barrage of negative commentary on China and other nations, 

but when Americans in China or elsewhere experience any blowback or 

negative remarks they are offended and often become belligerent. They are 

so steeped in white colonial supremacy that they claim the trashing of other 

cultures as a right, with no apparent awareness of the repulsiveness of their 

own conduct or attitudes. 

 



 

 

One American complained that as a geologist working for a Chinese 

company, his Chinese exploration manager told him that it was no 

business of his how many people died in the Cultural Revolution. His 

reaction was one of disbelief and offense, and of his being the victim of 

a great moral wrong. He said he felt “like a Judas Iscariot” – a despicable 

traitor to his God and his religion, for not forcing the issue with his 

manager. But if I take a job with an American company and question 

my manager about how many people his government tortured to death 

in Guantanamo Bay, what would he say? He would tell me to shut up, 

mind my own business, and do my work. But it’s not like that for the 

Americans because, steeped in the supremacist racism of their twisted 

Christianity, they have not only a right but a holy obligation to challenge 

other nations on any wrongs real or imagined, saddling every individual 

American with a God-given mission to ensure that all individuals in all 

other countries confess their mistakes openly to him. After all, he’s an 

American. 

 

Their religious-political ideology has endowed them with a kind of superiority 

cloak which they drape on themselves as a natural order of things, sitting in 

their democratic, freedom-loving homes and offices, soaking in their human 

rights while brutalising most other populations on the planet. These 

attitudes of intolerance, inability to adapt, and superiority are all part 

of racism, all stemming from the same twisted Christian heresy, then blended 

with their particular dysfunctional version of multi-party politics and topped 



with a flag to form the American religion. All these and more are part of the 

same whole encompassed by the American definition of “democracy”. 

 

Through the artifice of fabricated mythology, the indoctrination machine has 

successfully implanted in the American collective consciousness the conviction 

that the US is above all other nations in its ideals, values, political principals 

and moral character. This idea that America is morally “better”, has been so 

deeply embedded in the American psyche that it naturally extends itself to 

being above all man’s laws, including international law and those of other 

nations, to say nothing of being exempt from accepted norms of moral human 

behavior. Through generations of media exposure, the US has more or less 

successfully proselytised these notions to most Western countries as well, the 

problem with countries like China and Russia being their lack of such 

indoctrination and consequent lack of enthusiasm to accept these false 

superiority myths. 

 

When Americans conduct their extensive meddling and interference in the 

internal affairs of China or Russia, these actions are justified by this superior 

scaffolding of principles and values. “It may not be really nice of us to do these 

things, but we’re doing it for their own good and they will be better off and 

happier afterward.” With this rationalisation process, typical Americans will 

agree that it wasn’t very nice to hijack Hawaii or Puerto Rico, but will then 

add, “and so what? Today they have American values and government, and 

they’re happier and more prosperous. We did them a favor.” They will agree 

that it wasn’t nice to destroy Iraq and cause such enormous loss of life, but 

“they’re better off now with our democracy, and besides, we removed a 

dictator and set the people free”. All the meddling in China and Russia, the 

attempts to destabilise the current order, are seen through the same pair of 

eyes. “Maybe it’s not very nice, but it’s good for them. We’re offering them 

“freedom”, and they will be better off because of us.” 

 

This overpowering fog of moral superiority that envelops almost everything 

American, serves as a shield to protect by rationalisation and justification 

virtually the entire gamut of American misbehavior, sins, crimes and 

atrocities. It also functions as blinders, as for a horse, preventing 

Americans from seeing other than the restricted narrow view directly 

ahead of them. Of course, this moral superiority is heavily supported by the 

uniquely flaky and belligerent American theology with its cornerstone of 



racism applied to most of the world’s peoples. Europe is safe because it’s 

white. The Americans do their best to disparage European culture and 

traditions on the basis that “the old world” is backward and outdated, but 

effective political slander requires racism to gain any real traction, and racism 

isn’t a realistic weapon against most Europeans. 

 

Reinhold Niebuhr once said that what promised no end of grief was 

Americans’ arrogant conviction that “Providence has summoned America to 

tutor all of humankind on its pilgrimage to perfection”. It is this same warped 

moral superiority that prompts the US State Department to produce its annual 

reports that presume to evaluate and judge the behavior of the world’s nations 

on areas like human rights and freedoms. As the years pass, these politically-

driven evaluations have increasingly become so transparently hypocritical that 

the US is becoming the laughingstock of the world. A nation that tortures 

people by the tens of thousands, many to the death, is in no position 

to scold others for what are by comparison trivial acts. A nation that 

has virtually eviscerated its entire framework of civil freedoms in only a few 

years, is in an unsuitable position to point fingers at the many other societies 

that are now in fact and reality much more “free” than is America – and this 

list certainly includes China.  

 

 



The little moral capital the US still possessed was squandered on its delusional 

espionage ambitions beginning with Hillary Clinton’s UN DNA-collecting fiasco 

followed by the lies and cover-ups on the NSA revelations. 

 

There is one other major part to the American political religion that isn’t often 

identified as being an integral feature but has nevertheless been embedded in 

the forced indoctrination of generations of Americans, this portion being their 

predatory ‘law of the jungle’ capitalism. Many years ago, US Secretary of State 

John Foster Dulles claimed, “There are two kinds of people in the world: 

Christians who believe in free enterprise and the other kind”. That says it all. 

Anyone wanting to be a member of the team, in fact anyone wanting an 

American identity, was expected to adhere to the capitalist mantra of big 

business and of the elites whose only aim was to eviscerate the middle class 

and gather all wealth to itself. Americans have been so brainwashed by 

generations of commercial propaganda that they now almost unanimously 

support their own headlong rush into poverty, because to object to it is to defy 

God’s will. 

 

 



For a century, US corporations and government agencies filled the minds and 

hearts of Americans with fear of socialism and, once that fear was stoked, 

defined for them the signs of socialism that had to be avoided at all costs. 

These signs included the government doing its job by providing for its citizens 

in areas like electricity, communications, transportation, health care, social 

security, now even including education, presented to the people as “giving up 

your life and letting the government run it for you”. Any government 

involvement in any segment of society or industry where big business and the 

elites could make a profit was defined as either socialism or communism and 

therefore treasonous to the basic religion of multi-party political Christianity. 

The propaganda was so powerful that it became virtually impossible for an 

average American to be a Christian socialist or a believer in both democracy 

and social security, or to be any of these and simultaneously against big 

business. To have an American identity is to accept all chapters of the Bible 

of Freedom. One cannot pick and choose which of God’s laws he will follow. 

Ideological uniformity is a prerequisite for those living in a black and white 

world and practicing an all-or-nothing religion. 

 



From wide reading of American news and often of the commentary made by 

numerous readers, it is abundantly clear that the fabricated historical myths 

have been so deeply impressed into the average American mind that 

intelligent discussion becomes impossible. As an example, one online 

commenter on a US news site is typical of the tragic disparity between myth 

and reality, in this instance claiming the US had immeasurably improved life 

for inhabitants of most nations. In his arguments in favor of a positive 

American contribution to the post World War II world, he listed Korea and the 

Korean war, apparently ignorant of all the facts of this fabricated war and the 

immense human tragedy of US involvement. In the same breath, he listed the 

blockade and separation of Taiwan from China as a world benefit. He proudly 

quoted US support of Israel, “the only democracy in the Middle East”, 

apparently unaware that Iran had been a democracy long before Israel existed 

and that Israel was more recognisable as a brutal and genocidal apartheid 

fascist state than a so-called democracy. 

 

He stated his widely-shared, but false, belief that the US liberated most of 

Europe in the Second War. He listed the stationing of hundreds of thousands 

of US troops in post-war Europe as a world blessing, apparently ignorant of 

the underlying policies of US military bases. He listed the US “Fighting the cold 

war all over the world, directly and through proxy” as a positive, ignorant of 

the cold war having been a manufactured contrivance for American hegemony 

and of the tally of lives and misery contained in his “proxies”. 

 

He ended his commentary with this question: “Tell me what the world would 

look like today if the US had demilitarized after WW2 the way Canada did”. To 

respond to his query is to struggle for a sensible place to begin. For one thing, 

there would have been no war to destroy Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, no 

loss of 5 million lives nor the tragedies of Agent Orange and napalm. Indonesia 

would have avoided one of the largest mass exterminations in history. There 

would have been no Afghanistan, no Iraq, no Libya, nor dozens of other 

military travesties. There would have been no Cold War. There would have 

been no brutal puppet dictators enthroned in 50 nations on three continents. 

The world would not have witnessed dozens of national leaders assassinated; 

dozens of nations plundered of their resources. There would have been no 

vast network of torture prisons covering the world. In short, we would have 

had peace instead of war, tens of millions of people would not have 

died and another several hundred million would not have suffered so 

bitterly. But these facts contradict the propaganda and challenge American 



historical myths, and cannot be permitted to assume credibility. Debate or 

discussion become pointless when confronted with stubborn ideology and 

myth. This man, like countless millions of Americans, believes what he has 

been told and taught. He has his teachers and professors, his history books, 

his movies and TV programs, all confirming his beliefs. His convictions are 

reinforced daily by his news media, by his government and military leaders, 

his priests and ministers. His support system is permanently in place. Why 

would he pay heed to unpleasant external contradictions? Michael Parenti 

expressed the situation perfectly when he wrote “The enormous gap 

between what US leaders do in the world and what Americans think 

their leaders are doing is one of the great propaganda 

accomplishments of the dominant political mythology.” 

 



Another part of this fabricated mythology to which American adhere 

tenaciously is that of the US subsidising the “defense” of the Western world, 

with many insisting that the US government demand other nations “pay their 

fair share” for their defense. It is astonishing anyone could possess a mind so 

illogical as to believe this story, but believe it they do. In what way does the 

world’s “defense” require more than 1,000 American military bases spread 

around the world? Against whom is the world being defended with the US 

filling the South Seas with naval vessels and staffing the world’s largest 

military base in Guam? Against whom is the world being defended with NATO’s 

missiles ringing Russia? There is no nation in the world threatening wars of 

aggression except the US and Israel. There is nothing against which to defend, 

except the constant military aggression of the US itself. Without the US and 

Israel, and the Khazar Jews in the City of London, without the CIA and 

Mossad, there would be no wars other than perhaps minor local 

skirmishes. The US is not ‘bearing the burden’ of defending anyone, but is 

spending its own money on imperialist dreams of global domination. Yet 

Americans foolishly persist in the fiction that the world isn’t paying 

its share of the military determined to dominate it. 

 

There is much material added to this basic programming on a daily basis, false 

information offered without evidence but fitting the narrative, especially 

involving the demonisation of people and other nations, as can be seen with 

the US media onslaught against China. A great many Americans “know” 

– because their narrative has told them – that China stole all their jobs, that 

China cheats on trade, that the Chinese have no “freedom” and, of course, 

that “all Chinese are brainwashed”. Likewise, historical myths about Tibet and 

Xinjiang have been impressed onto gullible minds with an inflammatory 

emotional narrative and are now unlikely to change. In late 2013 most Chinese 

learned of the American TV program where a small child advised that the 

best way to deal with the US foreign debt was to kill everyone in 

China. The child of course obtained these attitudes from his parents, but there 

were no repercussions; the program director offered a casual and oblique 

apology and the network ignored the issue. It was not accidental; the program 

had been pre-recorded and the offensive comment could have been cut. But 

it wasn’t cut; it was there because the network wanted it there. 

The US government and media promote hatred and racism toward China for 

its unwillingness to become a subservient American colony, with Canada and 

other Right-Wing countries following in lock-step, dehumanising an entire 

civilisation of people for cheap political gain. On a daily basis, Americans 



are taught to hate. In these Western nations that so self-righteously claim 

superior morality and anti-hate legislation, all is hypocrisy. In the mythical 

narrative, you will forgive whom you are told to forgive and you will hate 

whom you are told to hate. 

 

If America dissolves . . . 

 

https://thesaker.is/if-america-dissolves/


This essay is an introduction to the topic of Mass Propaganda and, 

perhaps more importantly, to a brief series of articles detailing how the 
US has been for more than 100 years the most propagandised and 

brainwashed nation in the world. The history of this has been buried for 
generations, but the facts are indisputable. One of the most important 

elements in this tale, as we shall see, is the employment of propaganda 
in American war marketing. 

  

To paraphrase Michael Lewis, "One of the qualities that distinguishes 
Americans from other people is their naive conviction that every 

foreigner wishes to be one of them, but even the most zealous Japanese 
patriot has no illusions that other peoples want to be Japanese". The 

Americans not only believe everybody secretly wants to be like them, 
they believe no nation can succeed or even progress without being like 

them and adopting the entire American value system. It isn't possible. 
There are no alternatives to the American way and, if there were 

alternatives, God would be displeased with them. 

 

Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way 

(U.S. Capitol), 1861, Emmanuel Gottlieb Leutze 

The elites in the US government and corporatocracy invented, and for 

200 years promulgated, the concept of "manifest destiny", a 
theological proposition that "merged religious delusion with boundless 

hypocrisy and racism" into a popular theory that God was entrusting 
Americans to rule the world. Reinhold Niebuhr wrote that what 

promised no end of grief was Americans' arrogant conviction that 



"Providence has summoned America to tutor all of humankind on its 

pilgrimage to perfection". (1) These ideas of American 
Exceptionalism and Manifest Destiny rest on a cornerstone of a 

pervasive political culture infused with the religious concept of a kind of 
covenant with God. "The packaging of wars of aggression, genocide and 

imperialism in the tattered camouflage of liberty with a Divinely-directed 
spin are old propaganda tricks which have been used to delude the US 

masses throughout the history of the country to the present moment." 
(2) To this day, most Americans fervently believe all of their nation's 

unjustified and criminal wars were conducted to "make the world safe 
for democracy". 

American politicians and their allies in the military, in Hollywood, in 
publishing, in business and banking, deliberately created and then 

exploited the nationalistic loyalty of a gullible and uninformed public to 
shape perceptions and values on a massive scale. Americans have been 

programmed with religion-based politics for generations, being taught 
to see the world as black and white, good and bad, to believe that only 

American virtues and values were good for mankind and would always 
triumph. Their fabricated historical myths taught them that they, their 

leaders, and their nation were moral, righteous and upright, selfless 
benefactors to the world, battling evil wherever it was found. Everything 

was distorted, based not only on misinformation but on outright deceit. 
America's image of itself, and its image of the world's nations and 

peoples, were tragically and shallowly twisted to create the narrative of 
American moral superiority. 

  

Most American holidays other than obviously religious ones like 
Christmas are infused with political and religious overtones, many of 

them reinforcing the historical myths of the founding or development of 
their nation. Their false historical memories are aroused, as are their 

patriotic emotions and spiritual convictions, making a kind of adhesive 

that creates a false sense of social identity. The entire concept of 
American nationality is based on this perverted political religion, 

creating an extremely ideological national identity that is reinforced 
almost daily to prevent its collapse. 

But it's all they have. To be an American is not to be bound by a 

common race or language, nor by history, nor by culture or tradition. In 
all these, Americans are empty, devoid of culture and civilisation, 

lacking common traditions, beliefs or history. Americans have only their 
substandard political religion to bind them together, and there is nothing 

https://williamblum.org/aer/read/100


else for them, no community or belonging beyond being a member of 

this "team", their political ideology being the only adhesive. Their entire 
American existence is founded on this false ideological narrative, the 

entire regime predicated on these moralistic political-religious myths 
and fables. If we expose and destroy the myths, forcing Americans to 

face the bare truths of their nation, the entire narrative collapses, and 
if the narrative collapses, the regime cannot stand. 

 

The Apotheosis of Washington in the Rotunda of the 
United States Capitol Building, ca. 1859-62, Constantino Brumidi 

 



Someone appropriately wrote that American patriotism may be best 

understood as the biggest case of mass hysteria in history. But again, 
it's all they have. There is nothing else. This is all that anchors the 

individual lives. Their entire society, their identity, the very core of the 
American psyche, are all predicated on this hysterical orgy of an all-

inclusive political religion. Because they have nothing else of substance 
as a people or a nation, this modern McCarthyism is all that prevents 

the collapse of the American identity. As someone pointed out, if France 
dissolves, the French people are still French. If America dissolves, 

Americans are nothing. 

  

From all these and much more, America is an extremely ideological 

country with American nationalism forming a powerful fabricated 
jingoism resting on the twin pillars of a dysfunctional and 

misrepresented multi-party political system and a brutal and self-
serving capitalism, all wrapped in a shroud of a dangerously primitive 

and sacrilegious Christianity. 

  

 

Nor can Americans understand or fathom concepts of civilisation in other 
societies. To them, a nation's references to culture or civilisation are just 

cheap excuses to avoid the inevitable, which is to become American 

clones, adopting American so-called values and institutions. Americans 
know nothing about other nations or cultures, other than their presumed 



vast inferiority. Few Americans have the ability or inclination to learn 

another language, and even fewer know anything of the history or 
culture of other civilisations millennia older than their own. They 

understand consumerism and pride themselves on their rights, using 
belligerence and social Darwinism (the American Dream) as a 

substitute for civilisation, culture and humanity. 

  

Americans have from birth been so overwhelmed with propaganda, so 

steeped in their natural superiority and God-given exceptionalism that 
they simply cannot abide any people being different from them, and 

their primitive and violent Christianity dictates they either convert or kill 
anyone who is different. These deeply-embedded attitudes affect the 

entire spectrum of the human experience, exhibited in the mindless 
jingoism where every American attitude or belief, no matter how 

vacuous, is automatically converted to a universal value and human 
right. An American acquaintance once stated that her pet's right to dog 

food was a 'human right' and therefore included in the definition of 
democracy. 

  

 

Not only do Americans universalise most everything but, because of the 
infusion of Christianity into their political beliefs, they moralise 

everything, which translates into "Your way is not only different, but it's 



wrong" - as in morally wrong. And this attitude, which permits them to 

take the high moral ground on every debatable issue, obtains from their 
Right-Wing Christian heritage - the belief that everything they do is 

"right" because God is on their side. They therefore take an unassailable 
(in their mind) position that whatever they do, however brutal, 

repulsive, inhumane or dishonest, is justified by their inherent moral 
righteousness stemming from God's approval. Given the Americans' 

natural belligerence, these attitudes manifest themselves in an 
alarming eagerness to use violence to impose their values, 

institutions, and their will, on all other nations. 

  

This is partly why Americans meddle so much, and the reason for their 

pathological focus on other forms of government. That's why a 
newspaper editorial recently pronounced about Syria, "Even if it were 

illegal for us to interfere, it would still be right". So, we should overthrow 
a legitimate government simply because it doesn't hold our American 

values - God's values, and we can ignore man's laws because we answer 
to a higher authority. The death and misery inflicted are irrelevant 

in this context. The American people see meddling in the affairs of 
other nations because "it's the right thing to do", and it's the right thing 

because it is the will of God. 

 

American people are nothing if not naive, gullible and simple-minded, 

at least in their nation's foreign affairs. Their government always 
lies, and they always believe the lies. The hundreds of foreign 

interventions, wars, coups, invasions, have always been presented as 

missions to rescue less fortunate people, and Americans always cheer, 
apparently oblivious to the carnage and misery they inflict. US 

President McKinley said he was going to war in Cuba to stop 
"oppression at our very doors", and they cheered. President Taft said 

he was overthrowing the government of Nicaragua to promote "real 
patriotism", and they cheered. George Bush destroyed and enslaved 

Iraq to "find WMDs", and they cheered. Obama destroyed Libya to 
"liberate" it, and they cheered. 

  

An identical public response obtains with America's state-sponsored 
killings and assassinations. In days past, these were darkly secret covert 

operations but today they are carried out openly and converted into PR 



events. American law has been rewritten to permit the US President to 

order the killing of individuals in any country without providing any 
evidence whatsoever to anyone, and do so without charge or trial. Just 

as with torture, the propaganda machine has re-defined 'democracy, 
freedom and human rights' to include these killings as part of the 

American political-Christian religion, certified by US Attorney-General 
Eric Holder flatly stating that these government killings "are not a 

departure from our American laws and values." 

 

This propaganda is effective. The same gullible simple-mindedness from 
generations of intense programming has created widespread public 

support for these murders. Bush had Saddam Hussein executed in 
a public hanging, and Americans cheered in the streets. Moammar 

Khadaffi was captured, sodomised with a huge knife, then shot 
in the head, and they cheered in the streets. Obama faked the killing 

of Osama bin Laden, and they cheered in the streets. Americans 
fabricate their history by creating popular myths and making even a 

criminal assassination a celebratory occasion for being on the winning 
team. Only in America will hundreds of thousands of people party in the 

streets on the news that their leader has just killed someone in another 
country that he didn't like. 

  

In this as in virtually all other aspects of foreign affairs, it is necessary 
to never forget that democracy is a coin with only one side. You will 

recall the situation in Iraq where the US deliberately set up Saddam 



Hussein on the matter of invading Kuwait, and then betrayed him. 

Following the "liberation" of Kuwait the US propagated allegations that 
Saddam had put out a hit contract on George Bush for the double-cross. 

No evidence was presented but if the accusation were true it would 
hardly be a surprise. In response, the US bombed the bejeesus out of 

Iraq because, according to US President Clinton, the bombing "was 
essential to ... affirm the expectation of civilized behavior among 

nations." - the bombing of innocent civilians apparently conforming to 
the definition of "civilised behavior". I can kill you, but you can't kill 

me. I love democracy. 

  

 

Let's return to Libya for a moment. We saw the outline of the real 

reasons the US government destroyed that nation and had its leader 
killed - it was for commercial, military, political and financial advantage 

but, in the shallow depths of the gullible American mind, their 
government overthrew a brutal dictator and liberated its people on 

humanitarian grounds. Listen to Hillary Clinton: "I am proud to stand 

here on the soil of a free Libya. The United States was proud to stand 
for you in your fight for freedom and we will continue to stand with you 

as you continue this journey. This is Libya's moment. This is Libya's 
victory and the future belongs to you." President Obama, the great 

American Christian and Nobel Peace Prize winner, was equally charming, 
declaring Kaddafi’s death "a momentous day" and breathlessly 

telling the American sheep that because of Libya's utter destruction 



"countless lives have been saved." Lies of this magnitude should be 

punishable by hanging. 

 

And herein lies part of the tragedy of America, and the reason the 
country will eventually have to implode: the enormous disconnect 

between the propagandised ideology of the people and the brutal reality 
of the thin layer of elites that run their government and military, their 

corporations, banks and mass media. There is no other nation whose 

population has such a large gap between myth and reality, between 
what the people believe their government has done and what it has 

actually done. When the people one day put the pieces together, the US 
will have another revolution; I don't believe anything can prevent it. It 

was not for nothing that George Bush Sr. said, "If the people knew what 
we were doing, they would hang us in the streets". Perhaps one day 

soon, they will. 

  

Notes 

(1) https://williamblum.org/aer/read/100 

(2) I have lost the source of this quote. 
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American Dystopia – The Propaganda Mask 

and the Utopia Syndrome 

  

  

 

  

In an article in the NYT on America’s “Racial Democracy” (or racist 

democracy), (1) Jason Stanley and Vesla Weaver noted “The 

philosopher Elizabeth Anderson argued that when political ideals diverge 

very widely from reality, the ideals themselves may prevent us from 

seeing the gap. When the official story differs greatly from the reality of 

practice, the official story becomes a kind of mask that prevents us from 

perceiving it.” 

 

https://thesaker.is/american-dystopia-the-propaganda-mask-and-the-utopia-syndrome/
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This means that if propaganda is not only incessant and pervasive but 

if its tenets are too far removed from factual truth, the victims of this 

propaganda lose their ability to separate fact from fiction and become 

unable to recognise the discrepancy between their beliefs and their 

actions, believing their actions correspond with the religiously-inspired 

tenets of their propaganda even when they patently and most obviously 

do not correspond. The theory is not intuitively obvious, but it is heavily 

supported by facts. Perhaps it is for this reason that Americans are guilty 

of what I call “the Utopia Syndrome”, comparing themselves not with 

the real world of their actions but with some utopian standard that exists 

only in their own imaginations, a world of fancy and illusion where they 

meet the standards but all others do not. In this light, it may be that 

much of what we attribute to American hypocrisy may in reality be due 

to a peculiarly American kind of mass insanity. 

 

Dictionaries generally define ‘aberration’ as a deviation from the normal 

or typical, an event or characteristic that may be unpleasant or even 

criminal but that is seldom encountered. In 1975, a US Senate 

Committee was investigating the documented tales of the CIA engaging 

in widespread killings of world leaders obstructive to US hegemony. (2) 

(3) Their conclusion? 

 

https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/briefing-book/intelligence/2017-06-02/white-house-cia-pike-committee-1975
https://spartacus-educational.com/JFKassassinationsC.htm


“The committee does not believe that the acts of assassination 

which it has examined represent the real American character. 

They do not reflect the ideals which have given the people of this 

country and the world hope for a better, fuller, fairer life. We 

regard the assassination plots as aberrations.” 

 

So, as William Blum noted, (4) the assassinations by the CIA of more 

than 50 national leaders and 100 lesser targets spanning at least 50 

years and continuing in uninterrupted form through twelve US 

Presidents, are mere “aberrations” that don’t reflect “the real American 

character”. Reading from the same script, the US military casually 

described all the circumstances and events at its worldwide network of 

US torture prisons over twelve decades as “aberrations”. 

  

It is worth re-reading the above quote telling us the 150 or more 

murders “do not represent the real American character”, the quote 

forming a perfect introduction to the Propaganda Mask and the 

Utopia Syndrome. The assassinations of all these foreign leaders are 

not denied; instead they are described as inconsistent with the American 

utopian ideal, and it is the ideal rather than the act against which 

America judges itself, the fictitious utopian ideal providing the real 

measure of American moral supremacy. This pathological reasoning is a 

stunning tribute to the efficacy of the propaganda methods of Lippman 

and Bernays, who almost single-handedly turned Americans into raving 

lunatic war-mongers during both World Wars. (5) It is from precisely 

this propaganda that Americans today can commit multiple 

horrendous atrocities, violate every measure of human rights, 

yet claim the high moral ground and see no inconsistency or 

conflict. The propagandised utopian ideal of creating peace and stability 

in the world will supersede America’s actions of creating only war and 

instability. The propagandised ideal of fostering and protecting 

democracy will overwhelm and mask the reality that the US has never 

anywhere installed a democracy, has never supported democracy, and 

has instead almost exclusively installed and supported brutal Right-Wing 

dictatorships. This patently illogical logic applies across the entire 

spectrum of US behavior. 

 

https://williamblum.org/essays/read/us-government-assassination-plots
https://www.moonofshanghai.com/2020/08/blog-post_49.html


Following the same line of reasoning, an American writer named Dana 

Williams (6) wrote a reasonably good article detailing that America’s 

military interventions have always been waged only on behalf of big 

business and the elites, but then added: “America’s most priceless 

treasure is its democratic values and its growing sense of human rights”. 

What? A growing sense of human rights? Evidenced by what? This 

woman had just written of the increasingly devastating litany of 

American atrocities and destruction of so many governments and 

nations and in the next breath tells us of this same country’s priceless 

and growing treasure of democracy and human rights, apparently 

unaware of any conflict. Such is the power of propaganda and the ability 

of myths to insinuate themselves into the human heart and mind. 

 

Michael Parenti, for whom I have considerable admiration, did 

essentially the same thing, writing, “… the American way is to criticize 

and debate openly, not to accept unthinkingly the doings of government 

officials of this or any other country.” (7) But where were all these 

openly-debating Americans when their government was progressively 

destroying Iraq for more than ten years? Where were they when 

Madeline Albright was killing 500,000 Iraqi infants? Where was 

the open public debate about the destruction of Jugoslavia or Libya? 

Where are they today when the US is destroying Venezuela? Due to the 

intensive propaganda and ideological programming, Americans are 

taught to venerate the process, but ignore the result. This is truly a kind 

of mass insanity, with all the credit due to Bernays, “the father of Public 

Relations in America”. 

 

Further examples of this mass delusion are not difficult to find. US 

President Obama was asked why the US managed to rise for more 

than 200 years without apparent failure. His response was to say, “The 

true strength of our nation comes not from power of our arms or the 

scale of our wealth, but from the staying power of our ideals of 

democracy, liberty, opportunity and unyielding hope.” (8) We can be 

forgiven for questioning the man’s sanity, that he could make such a 

blatantly nonsense statement. Even worse, how ignorant and gullible 

can Americans be, that they will cheer and wave their flags on hearing 

such rubbish? We have already examined the sources of wealth of this 

nation, and they most emphatically have never been related, not even 

in imagination, to ideals of democracy or liberty. 

https://www.moonofshanghai.com/2020/08/blog-post_49.html
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Parenti/Superpatriotism.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/11/04/obama.transcript/


In another case illustrative of the pervasive nature of this illness, in 

2014 an American football team cancelled the employment contract of 

one of their star players for having made a vicious assault on his wife. 

In a casino hotel, the elevator camera recorded the man punching his 

wife in the head so hard that he drove her head-first into the steel wall, 

rendering her unconscious on the floor. (9) (10) A moment later, the 

CCTV camera in the hallway recorded him dragging her unconscious 

body out of the elevator and dumping her on the floor like a rag doll. 

When the videos were released and went viral, the man made a 

statement to the media in which he said, “That is not the kind of person 

I am.” But of course it is the kind of person he is; this was the third time 

the police had to intervene when he had done something similar. But, 

as with most Americans and with the nation itself, he doesn’t compare 

himself to the reality of his actions but rather to the utopian ideals he 

pretends to hold in his mind. So even though he repeatedly punches his 

wife unconscious, that’s not the kind of person he is. This story is a 

perfect illustration of America today. 

 

On another occasion, James Fallows, an American author and 

correspondent for the Atlantic magazine, wrote in one of his diatribes 

comparing China with the US: “… though we fall short of the ideal, we 

strive for a reliable rule of law.” (11) I have no particular wish to throw 

stones at Fallows, but this man is painting targets on his forehead with 

such a clearly ridiculous statement. All of the current domestic and 

international evidence – all of it – supports an unqualified assertion that 

the US freely ignores and violates every manner of law, both its own 

and those of other nations, whenever they become inconvenient or 

hinder unilateral action, yet we have Fallows with his delightfully 

patronising arrogance pontificating about America striving for perfection 

in following the rule of law, while suggesting that China does not do so. 

His claim is not different in quality than Bush and Obama flatly stating 

“we do not torture” after we have seen all the evidence and the 

torture prisons are all still open. Black is white. Nothing else to see here. 

Let’s move on. And move on Fallows does, secure in his fairyland 

mythology of American moral superiority, oblivious to the enormous 

contradictions snapping at his heels. 

 

Fallows, in his suspended consciousness, conforms perfectly to this 

utopian syndrome, comparing the actions of his country to a high 
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standard which exists only in his imagination and to which the US has 

never adhered. He does the same with his foolish criticisms of China, 

imagining the existence of some idolised standard which he then claims 

China fails to meet. 

It is of extreme importance for readers to realise and fully understand 

that expressions like ‘rule of law’, ‘freedom’, and ‘democratic 

values’ are merely hypothetical idealistic constructs. They are myths 

and, like all myths, they are “designed to serve an emotive rather than 

cognitive function, not to provide fact based on reason but as 

propaganda to arouse emotions in support of an idea”. (12) Their 

purpose, and their clever effect, is not to provide information but to 

make one’s heart swell with pride at one’s own moral superiority. Think 

again of Fallows’ “though we fall short of the ideal, we strive for a reliable 

rule of law.” As Americans, we instantly feel that surge of pride in our 

breasts that we are so law-abiding while others by insinuation are not. 

Even further, we feel yet more pride that we so openly admit our 

(occasional and trivial) failures but, being good incarnate, we face and 

overcome these failings and continue striving in the best Olympic spirit. 

How can our god not love us? 

 

The US government does precisely the same with its annual reports on 

human rights, which not only meet the definition of the utopian fallacy 

but contain the added merit of being mostly grand lies about countries 

that happen to be out of favor, and equally grand omissions about 

current politically-useful allies. 

 

In this mental condition, Americans consider themselves superior to all 

others and believe they are advancing some greater good when all they 

are doing is forcibly imposing their warped anti-social values and 

political hegemony onto unwilling nations and peoples. Through their 

generations of propaganda, programming and brainwashing, most 

Americans live in an indispersible fog of mass delusion and self-

deception in which black is white but which they inexplicably fail to 

fathom. From their ignorance and simple-mindedness created by their 

excessive utopian programming, Americans see their country’s 

prosecution of wars, the cannibalisation of nations and the single-

minded devotion to the profit of a few elites, as the promotion of 

democracy and freedom, and are apparently incapable of the minor 



clarity of thought necessary to see that their murderous and greedy 

actions have absolutely nothing to do with either freedom or democracy. 

 

When challenged, they usually offer a logic so groundless and illogical 

as to almost defy challenge. In their minds, all the nations their 

government has attacked are by utopian definition “evil regimes”. 

From the invasion of Mexico onward, in all the nations in South and 

Central America, in Africa and the Middle East, in Asia and Africa, the 

US was selflessly battling despotic tyranny. Of course, these nations 

were innocent, but to produce a list of all the countries the US has 

invaded and colonised with a military dictatorship, will almost inevitably 

evoke this response: “You make a list of all the evil regimes that “free 

America” has fought against, and use that list as evidence of how evil 

free America is.” If only that were true. 

 

The combined political, religious and capitalistic propaganda tenets have 

resolved into what John Galbraith in The Affluent Society termed 

“conventional wisdom” (13) (14) which, through generations of that 

same propaganda, made these tenets “more or less identical with sound 

scholarship”, and their status being “virtually impregnable”, as he put 

it. The tenets of course have not actually been adhered to by any US 

government or indeed by the elites and their corporations, which means 

in Galbraith’s terms that the tenets are “highly acceptable in the 

abstract” rather than in reality. And this is the source of our dystopia of 

utopia in America today. We have the bizarre situation where this 

conventional wisdom – propaganda, in fact – makes a vigorous 

advocacy of these beliefs a substitute for behavior according to 

these beliefs. 

 

So we have Americans preaching democracy while their government 

installs brutal dictatorships everywhere, and they see no disconnect. We 

have Americans preaching human rights while kidnapping people in 

other countries and “rendering” them to be mostly tortured to death, 

and see no disconnect. We have Americans fervently preaching and 

defending free-market capitalism while that same animal relieved about 

30% of them of their homes and jobs, yet they see no disconnect. 
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This massive delusion is constantly reinforced by public repetition where 

each knows that many others share these beliefs. It all functions as a 

kind of religious morality play, the repetitive propaganda not only 

providing reassurance but serving as additional and pervasive 

evangelising of these foolish beliefs. Galbraith stated that “In some 

measure, the articulation of the conventional wisdom is a religious rite. 

It is an act of affirmation like reading aloud from the Scriptures or going 

to church.” He went on to say that this evangelising as a religious rite is 

not negligible because “its purpose is not to convey knowledge but to 

beatify learning and the learned”. In other words, statements like “we 

strive for a rule of law” are empty and nonsense pronouncements 

providing religious reinforcement of the mythical utopian tenets of 

American propaganda, then used as evidence of a superior morality 

tantamount to God’s will. Only in America do we find rampant self-

adoration for preaching a gospel that we totally ignore in our real lives, 

in fact a monstrous hypocrisy re-branded as religion. 

 

This is precisely what John Kozy was telling us (15) when he wrote that 

subjects in American schools were taught as if they were comprised of 

revealed religious truths, and in which the fundamentals of American 

patriotism, religious and political ideology, consumerism and free 

market capitalism were not different than studying the Bible in that they 

could not be questioned because they were by nature unquestionable, 

and therefore critical evaluation was proscribed. And again, “those who 

ask inconvenient questions are silenced in shame; books that present 

inconvenient truths are removed from libraries”. In the US as in no other 

country in the world, is it so necessary to adhere to the accepted 

narrative, nor so likely to provide acceptance and even applause for 

regurgitating that same narrative. And in no other nation does there 

exist the vast discrepancy between beliefs and actions or between 

theory and practice. The American political gospel tells us that we 

protect and install democracies everywhere. In real life this has never 

occurred even one time, but that doesn’t alter our faith in our political 

religion and nobody excommunicates us for our sins. 

 

According to Galbraith again, “conventional wisdom accommodates 

itself not to the world that it is meant to interpret but to the audience’s 

view of the world”, the same view that has been artificially created by 

the professional propagandists. As much as Americans may criticise 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/learning-without-questioning-in-america-the-sunday-school-syndrome/5364233


other nations for disapproval of deviations in behavior, especially 

political behavior, the same disapproval mechanism operates much 

more forcefully in American society.  

 

 

 

Only in America can we fully experience the awesome power of 

the ability of propaganda to make 300 million people so deaf, 

dumb and blind that they will fervently and solemnly declare that 

black is white. This process is so effective that not long after the flood 

of revelations of the extensive US network of torture prisons, including 

witness reports, photos and video of the pathologically depraved 

treatment of the prisoners, President Bush could go on national TV and 

tell America, “We do not torture” – and have most Americans believe 

him.  

 

Likewise with Obama with his torture prisons still in full operation, who 

told the nation, “I can stand here before you tonight and assure you 

that we do not torture”, leaving 300 million pathetically-brainwashed 

Americans firmly grounded in the moral superiority of a nation that does 

no wrong. 



 

 

White House spokesman Scott Stanzel, commenting on American 

deaths in Iraq, said President Bush “believes in the value and dignity of 

every human life, that every life is precious and he grieves for each one 

that is lost”. (16) (17) As proof, one day President Bush was speaking 

to a meeting of the terrorist organisation known as Freedom House, and 

told the members, “We’re a country of deep compassion. We care. 

One of the great things about America, one of the beauties of our 

country, is that when we see a young, innocent child blown up, we cry. 

We don’t care what the child’s religion may be, or where that child may 

https://williamblum.org/aer/read/55
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live, we cry. It upsets us. The enemy knows that, and they’re willing to 

kill to shake our confidence. That’s what they’re trying to do”. (18) But 

then there is a White House videotape of a conversation between former 

Secretary of State Colin Powell and then President George Bush, 

discussing their Christian obligation to spread democracy everywhere, 

at least in part for the purpose of protecting the lives of these innocent 

children. (19) (20) Powell opened the conversation with, “We’ve got to 

smash somebody’s ass quickly. We must have a brute demonstration of 

power.” To which Bush responded, “Kick ass! If somebody tries to stop 

the march to democracy, we will seek them out and kill them! Stay 

strong! Kill them! We are going to wipe them out!” 

 

 

 

After overthrowing about 50 national governments and installing brutal 

military remote-control dictatorships in each of them, and trying to do 

the same in another 20 countries while grossly interfering in their media, 

elections and internal affairs, Karl Eikenberry, the US ambassador in 

Kabul, told the world, “America has never sought to occupy any 

nation in the world. We are a good people”. (21) (22) 

 

After interfering in about 100 countries, inflicting immense bloodshed 

and misery on countless millions of innocent civilians, US President 

Ronald Reagan boasted, “We have never interfered in the internal 
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government of a country and have no intention of doing so, never had 

any thought of that kind.” (23) And it was the great John F. Kennedy 

himself who told us, “The United States, as the world knows, will 

never start a war”. (24) As William Blum pointed out, this must 

mean that in America’s hundreds of wars with more than 70 nations 

spanning more than 200 years, all those countries invaded the US first, 

and America was just defending itself. 

 

New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman, in an interview probably 

conducted in the office of his psychiatrist, claimed “the men and 

women of the US Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps were 

the most important peacekeepers in the world for the last 

century”. (25) This was the same interview in which he encouraged all 

NYT readers to “give war a chance”. 

 

 

 

US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, needing a way to punish 

Saddam Hussein for not wanting to become a US colony, personally 

arranged the targeted destruction of Iraq’s drinking water purification 

facilities and enacted worldwide sanctions to prevent Iraq from obtaining 

replacement supplies or repairs. According to the United Nations, 

Albright’s actions directly resulted in the deaths of more than 

500,000 Iraqi infants from contaminated drinking water, with 

the full knowledge of the US government. Then in a TV interview 
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on the program 60 Minutes where she was confronted with evidence of 

these acts by Leslie Stahl, Albright famously proclaimed, “Yes, it was 

worth it.” (26) (27) And after personally arranging the 80-day non-

stop bombing of Yugoslavia, the greatest continuous bombing campaign 

ever instituted by anybody anywhere, she said, “The United States is 

good. We try to do our best everywhere”. (28) 

 

 

 

A US government official stated that “The American Empire is 

probably the most beneficial and moral the world has ever seen; not 

only in terms of technological development, but also through 

nurturing democracy and prosperity in the world. No other 

global empire has ever taken actions so massively against its 

interests solely for moral purposes.” Yet examination will uncover 

no example where the US has ever nurtured democracy, nor prosperity 

either, and I challenge anyone to detail even a single incident in the 

history of the world where the US has ever acted, massively or 

otherwise, against its interests solely for moral purposes. Various US 

military officials have claimed that “Our country is a force for good 

without precedent”, and that “The US military is a force for global 

good that … has no equal”. US President Woodrow Wilson boasted 

a century ago, that “America is the savior of the world”, while 

destroying and colonising that same world. Robert Kagan of the 

Carnegie Endowment for War and Misery, wrote, “And the truth 

is that the benevolent hegemony exercised by the US is good for 

a vast portion of the world’s population”. (29) Evidenced by 

what? By the Propaganda Mask and the Utopia syndrome. 

Nothing else. 
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American Christianity is a major part of this national insanity. George 

Bush informed the world that God told him to invade Iraq and, during 

the invasion, said “I trust God speaks through me. Without that, I 

couldn’t do my job”. And when the war was over, after having killed 

a million or more innocent Iraqi civilians, Bush said, “When we lift our 

hearts to God, we’re all equal in his sight. We’re all equally precious. … 

In prayer we grow in mercy and compassion. … When we answer 

God’s call to love a neighbor as ourselves, we enter into a deeper 

friendship with our fellow man”. We are apparently to conclude that 

no one has had greater love for his fellow man than George Bush had 

for the million civilians he killed in Iraq and that Madeleine Albright was 

just exhibiting her great love for mankind by killing half a million infants. 

And of course, Obama can’t be left out of this parade. After countless 

thousands of deaths in the illegal destruction of Libya and the countless 

civilian deaths incurred by his drones in Pakistan, he fulfilled his 

propaganda obligation by telling us, “I believe that Christ died for my 

sins and I am redeemed through him. That is a source of strength and 

sustenance on a daily basis”. (30) The people in Afghanistan, Libya, 

Syria and Pakistan might have a different interpretation of Obama’s 

relationship with his god. 

 

Another result of this utopian syndrome is what we term “the pot 

calling the kettle black”, in other words, attributing to others the sins 

that “our side” commits and being apparently oblivious to the gross 

illogic and falsehoods in our position. The only reason the US accuses 

Huawei of being a potential spy is because Cisco, Microsoft, Intel, Xerox, 

and so many other American IT firms have been spying for the CIA and 

NSA for decades. The US media accuse anyone writing articles 

sympathetic to China, Russia or Iran of being paid shills, only 

because American correspondents have been paid CIA shills 

since the 1950s. 

 

Another example that recently crossed my path was an article in the 

Financial Times by Jamil Anderlini who was at the time the FT’s station 

chief in Beijing. In an article titled ‘Patriotic education distorts China 

world view’, (31) Anderlini claimed that China’s “selective teaching of 

history influences its self-image”, imagining a great “disconnection 
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between how the world views China and how China – from ordinary 

citizens to top leaders – sees itself.” He stated the world sees China as 

a frightening monster that bullies all other nations, his ignorance 

rendering him blissfully unaware that this sentiment is not true for China 

but for the US that he defends. 

 

 

 

 

 

He wrote that China’s “selective teaching” of history and emphasis on 

“patriotic education” cultivates a “nationalistic, anti-western 

victim mentality among young Chinese”, again apparently ignorant 

of the typical Western (US) patriotic education cultivating US patriotism. 

This mentality is typical for all Western media correspondents who are 

selected primarily for the extent of their conversion by US propaganda. 

This is perhaps a good place to note that prior to joining the Financial 

Times, Anderlini was employed as a male underwear model which 

employment no doubt contributed to his deep understanding of Chinese 

culture while solidifying his credentials as the FT’s Beijing station chief. 

*  
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Captain America - The Man with Two Brains 

  

  

 

  



An earlier essay titled, "If America Dissolves . . ." formed an introduction to 

the series on Bernays and Propaganda. This essay functions as the epilogue. 

I will briefly repeat here several observations I made earlier, in order to 

develop a point that requires some elaboration. 

  

In the essay titled The Utopia Syndrome, I mentioned Elizabeth Anderson's 

theory of what I call 'The Propaganda Mask', which states that when 

political ideals or the 'official story' diverge too widely from reality, the ideals 

or the official narrative themselves become a kind of mask that prevents us 

from perceiving the gap. When the tenets of the propaganda are too far 

removed from factual truth, the victims lose their ability to separate fact from 

fiction and become unable to recognise the discrepancy between their ideals 

and their actions, or between their convictions and the truth. In the same 

essay I outlined that Americans are guilty of what I call 'the Utopia 

Syndrome', comparing themselves not with the real world of their actions 

but with some utopian standard of ideals that exists only in their own 

imaginations, a world of fancy and illusion divorced from reality. Next, I noted 

the black and white mentality that pervades America, the result of their 

Christianity and the work of Bernays, whose methods of manipulation 

of the public mind created a kind of binary mentality. Bernays claimed 

the excessive emotional loading in his propaganda could produce only a 

limited range of powerful emotional responses in his victims, forcing one's 

emotional switch into a binary 'on or off' mode, with no other choices. 

  

Within this binary framework, it is interesting that Americans are of two minds 

with respect to their treasured democracy. On the one hand, they preach 

glassy-eyed and fervently that their multi-party political system is the pinnacle 

of human evolutionary development, a universal value gifted to them by their 

god and representing the yearnings of all mankind, while on the other hand 

vehemently condemning that same democracy as hopelessly corrupt and its 

politicians less trustworthy than snakes and used-car salesmen. Thus, 

Americans seem to have two brains which are apparently unconnected and 

unable to communicate with each other. We have one brain stridently 

preaching the utopian fiction of a beautiful mansion on a hill, while the other 

dismisses with contempt the reality of a cracked foundation and leaking roof, 

sagging floors and faulty wiring, and all the rest. Yet the brain's owner is 

seemingly unaware of these two successive and starkly contradictory realities. 

  



 

 

 

 

These behavior patterns are not difficult to understand if we assume that 

Americans really do have two unconnected brains, not physically but mentally. 

Like all schizophrenics, most Americans exhibit what researchers call a 

'splitting of mental functions', a mental disorder characterised by a 

failure to recognize what is real, the most common symptom being 

false beliefs. This derived schizophrenia appears to share the stage with a 

variation of what is called a 'multiple personality disorder', "a mental 

defect characterised by two distinct but dissociated personality states 

that alternately control a person's behavior, accompanied by memory 

impairment not explained by ordinary forgetfulness." This combination 

summarises to a people (a) holding totally false beliefs, unable to distinguish 

fiction from reality, (b) displaying two distinct but dissociated and opposite 

mental states, and (c) exhibiting little if any memory overlap between these 

two states. Odd as all this may seem, this describes Americans too perfectly 

to be an irrelevant coincidence. I should note here that both these mental 

disorders are diagnosed more frequently in the US than in any other nation. 



  

Americans have been overwhelmed with utopian propaganda from infancy, an 

insidious New Testament heavily loaded with religion and emotion, 

indoctrinating them with a belief in their own moral superiority endowed upon 

them by their god, resulting in the Propaganda Mask where they can no longer 

recognise the vast discrepancy between their ideals and their actions (or the 

actions of their government). Their evangelical brand of Christianity endows 

them with the conviction that they are "good" and that all their actions, 

however evil, are also "good". It then follows that they compare themselves 

not to the real world of their actions but only to their programmed utopian 

ideals. It is logical that Americans appear blind to this stark discrepancy due 

to the memory impairment when shifting personality states, the explanation 

lying with Bernays and the 'on and off' switch that controls the two brains. 

The issue is simply that both brains (or personality states) cannot be "ON" at 

the same time. 

  

The condition and its states are easy to observe. In moments of unthreatening 

discourse, most any American brain can switch to its reality state and 

recognise democracy and capitalism for what they are, with all the open sores 

and unlanced boils readily apparent and heartily condemned. In these 

unguarded moments, many Americans will release a tide of criticism and moral 

condemnation of their capitalist system, with at least intuitive if not factual 

understanding of the criminal character of their corporations and banks, and 

the fundamentally unjust nature of their legal and judicial systems, as well as 

the failings of their vaunted multi-party democratic system.  

 

They know full well their Wall Street bankers are predatory vampires, 

that their courts are neither of law nor justice, that their democracy 

is corrupted beyond redemption, and that most of their politicians and 

corporate executives belong in prison. They are mostly quite aware of 

the devastating injustices of their capitalist system, and surprisingly 

aware of the futility of their great 'democracy'. It can be startling to see 

their clarity of vision and harsh judgments of these failings. 



 

 

 

But on occasions when these fundamentals are threatened, or when exposed 

to an emotionally-nourishing propaganda stimulus containing an opportunity 

to 'feel good to be an American', the reality brain switches off, the 

utopian brain switches on, and we are subjected to a sometimes 

frighteningly religious flood of nationalistic nonsense. I wrote earlier 

that much of what we attribute to American hypocrisy may in reality be due 

to a peculiarly American kind of mass insanity, which would appear to be 

precisely the case. 

 



 

 

No other nation in the world has been exposed to political-religious 

brainwashing propaganda on such a massive scale. Patriotism in America 

is neither natural nor spontaneous; it has been planned, programmed 

and instilled in all Americans from birth, at least all white Americans. 

It is often so foolish as to be comical and open to ridicule, but simultaneously 

rather frightening. Consider this example: 

 

  

The media topic is that fewer Americans are buying live Christmas trees in 

favor of artificial ones that are less bother and are re-usable. The live tree 

industry feels a long-term threat to its survival. No politics here, no religion. 

But then this is America and things are different here. The problem, according 

to the US media, is not the change in consumer tastes but rather is China, 

specifically "China’s cheap, fake Christmas trees". China is "threatening our 

authentic American trees" and, even more importantly, China is also 

threatening "the patriotic Americans" who supply the authentic American 

trees. The media article therefore advised these threatened Americans to 

evidence their patriotism by going out into the forest to find "a God-grown 

tree". When you read this, do you laugh or cry? 

 



This tragic combination of serious mental imbalance and distressing emotional 

immaturity creates an existential problem for these hysterical pre-pubescent 

Americans. On the one hand, they desperately must feel good to be an 

American because it is their only source of emotional sustenance. But on the 

other hand, the fact of being American contains nothing in itself to make 

anybody feel good about anything. Even worse, it isn't sufficient for them to 

merely feel good about themselves; it is crucially necessary to feel they 

are better than others, which is why they need an external 

comparison to illuminate their superiority. In spite of their imaginary 

exceptionalism and professed overwhelming moral superiority, there is also 

an inner recognition that these claims are false, evidenced by their constant 

attempts to prove a superiority which, if real, should be so obvious as to 

require no proof. 

 

 

But Americans have nothing valuable of their own, not in themselves, 

nor in their national identity, history or culture, so they compensate 

by denigrating those who do have. This is why they so vigorously blind 

themselves to their own faults, crimes and atrocities, and focus only on the 

sins of others - even if they have to create imaginary ones. This is in part why 



hypocrisy has become a defining adjective of Americans: they cannot permit 

their national identity to collapse from a revelation of their current 

faults and historical crimes. When overlaid with their malignant 

Christianity, this combines to produce their imaginary and marvelously-

warped self-image of moral superiority. The end result is a nation with little 

intrinsic self-worth and few genuine human values, unable to see itself as it 

really is: empty, superficial, vacuous, ignorant, mean-spirited, 

hysterical, envious, aggressive, self-obsessed, and hypocritical. 

  

This is what Lippman and Bernays (and their European masters) did to the 

American people - reprogrammed an entire nation in equally as brutal a 

fashion as did the US with the Philippines, and the UK with Hong Kong, in this 

case creating an entire society of deluded, hysterical, and profoundly sick 

killer-consumers with a totally fictional history. It is probably fair to say that 

these men had good and fertile material to work with, a composition of the 

worst features of Christianity, native ignorance, and insatiable greed, but still 

we need to give credit where credit is due. Americans have always been racist 

and violent, but it was Lippman and Bernays who turned them into serial killers 

celebrating their Afghan “bug splats” (1) in the national media. And it was in 

this fertile and evil soil that American Presidents, Secretaries of State 

and Defense Secretaries so lushly sprouted into the longest string of 

sociopathic genocidal killers in history. Democracy never had a chance. 

 

* 

Notes 

(1) For those who don't know, a 'bug splat' is both the sound and the 

result of a large insect like a grasshopper impacting the windshield 

of a car at high speed. Americans were renowned for shooting 

children in Afghanistan (usually in the head) with high-powered 

weapons, and referring to the resulting explosion as a 'bug splat'. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Binary People in an Analogue World 

 

 

 

 

One day in Rome, I asked the policeman, “Is it okay if I park my car here, 

partially blocking the emergency entrance to the hospital? I just want to go 

across the street for a coffee for a few minutes.” And he said, “Sure, but leave 

the keys in it in case I have to move it quickly.” 

 

Italy is not renowned as an authoritarian environment. It is so interesting to 

observe Americans, and indeed all those in Western Right-Wing politically-

conservative societies like Canada, the UK and Australia, gleefully condemn 

other nations as ‘authoritarian’ when the US is by far the most authoritarian 

https://moonofshangai.blogspot.com/2020/04/binary-people-in-analogue-world-what-is.html
http://www.bluemoonofshanghai.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/binary-world-1.jpg


country in the world, excepting only a few theocracies like Saudi Arabia and 

Israel.  

 

The Americans condemn politically Left-Wing, socialist nations as authoritarian 

when they are in fact the antithesis of authoritarianism, and where the 

authoritarian mentality flourishes only in a religion-based Right-Wing society. 

It is only these places and peoples who live in a black and white world that 

are authoritarian by definition. The fact that Americans have this 

understanding exactly backwards is due 50% to propaganda 

programming and 50% to native ignorance. 

 

Authoritarian means “Do as I say, or else …”. It means you do it my way, 

or you don’t do it at all. It means there is no leeway when breaking rules or 

disobeying even minor laws about things like jaywalking. It means if the 

policeman sees you, you get a ticket. No warnings. It means that those in 

positions of authority, like policemen, can even shoot and kill you with 

impunity on the grounds you broke some minor legal code. It means 

paying your electric bill by the due date so you don’t freeze to death in the 

dark. There is no forgiveness built into the system, no leeway, no 

understanding government mother who will say “Okay, but try to do better 

next time”. A twisted evangelical religious base, a Right Wing 

mentality, political conservatism, and authoritarianism are part of the 

same package and cannot easily be separated, these terms describing 

the US more or less accurately. 

 

By contrast, China, which is constantly denounced in the US media as being 

authoritarian, is in fact and reality 180 degrees from this position, lacking all 

the above negative elements including the twisted religion and shrunken Right 

Wing brains. China is far more tolerant and forgiving a society than the 

Western Right-Wing countries precisely because it has not been corrupted with 

religion (as opposed to faith in God, which are not only not the same thing but 

are not even related), because it is politically liberal and socialist (caring 

for people) rather than capitalist (caring for companies and the money 

men). It is of great interest to me that Italy and China share many social 

characteristics, perhaps because they are ancient societies, but one of these 

shared attributes is a relaxed liberalism very far removed from anything we 

could call authoritarian. 



 

It is in China and Italy where you can temporarily park illegally without 

incurring the wrath of god’s tow-truck. It is in China and Italy where you can 

be late with payments and not be punished, where the world and life are not 

experienced as black-and-white constructs but as infinite shades of grey, 

where encounters with the system or with bureaucracy are most often met 

with tolerance and understanding rather than harsh judgment. 

 

 

http://www.bluemoonofshanghai.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/binary-people-1.jpg


One visitor to Shanghai made a delightful internet post describing an 

encounter he witnessed of two policemen handling a driver who was falling-

down drunk, and claimed to be astonished at how gently they handled him. 

In the driver’s favor, he wasn’t violent or abusive, just very drunk, but still … 

I could testify to countless dozens of similar examples that, rather than 

displaying an authoritarian mentality, were pictures of tolerance, the precise 

opposite of authoritarian America. Westerners, and Americans especially, 

won’t want to hear this, but their willful blindness does not change 

the facts. 

 

Westerners were born into a Judeo-Christian, Right-Wing, black-and-white, 

individualistic world. The Chinese were born into a Confucian, socialist, 

shades-of-grey, pluralistic world. We cannot use Western measures to 

understand China any more than we can use liters to measure distance. 

America is simplistic, almost a caricature of a society, while the East 

is deeply complex. With effort, the East can come to understand the 

West, but the West may never understand the East. 

 

 

Right-Wing societies and peoples cannot easily relate to shades of grey 

pluralism. Their right-wing black and white religion creates for them a 

simplistic black and white world, with little room for ambiguity or what we 

might call soft skills or methods of evaluation and judgment. For Americans, 

conflict, confrontation, battle, winners and losers, are necessary 

conditions for dealing with differences, while Chinese and Asians 

generally prefer to avoid conflict and search for peace. They aren’t 

interested in winners and losers but in harmony and stability.  

 

They instead try to achieve a consensus that everyone can live with, which is 

why China sometimes drags out border disputes for decades, waiting patiently 

until everyone is in a mood to agree, and they often make large concessions 

in the name of harmony. 



 

 

Right-Wing black and white societies like the US are belligerent and combative 

by nature, their warped religious morality seeking out conflict even where it 

doesn’t exist. Shades of grey societies tend naturally to negotiation and 

conciliation rather than war. When you enter a local police station in many 

Chinese cities, the first thing you see is a Mediation Room, where a policeman 

can help disputing parties settle their differences without resorting to the 

courts. Understanding and implementing such a socially excellent 

solution is impossible in a nation like the US where the entire social 

infrastructure is based on a model of conflict where, in any dispute, I 

must be “right” and you must be “wrong”. And that means morally 

wrong. When infused with their religious moral supremacy, these Right-Wing, 

black and white societies have all been Imperialist, looking to conquer, 

subjugate and control other nations. They are also inherently racist, which 

trait does not exist in a vacuum but is justified by social Darwinism and 



sanctioned by God. The entire collection of American values is 

essentially Social Darwinism write large, the concept that social 

survival belongs to the “fittest” which, on an international scale, 

justifies the invasion, colonisation, and ultimate domination, of the 

world by the strongest nations.  

 

 

 

The differences between China and the West are matters of deep fundamental 

values. Chinese people value a society of peace and social stability 

more than they do freedom of information or personal liberties. 

Americans derive supremacist self-satisfaction in believing they have more 

“rights” than do the Chinese, but this based on ignorance of the Asian culture 

of shared values where collective rights are often more important. Due to this 

plurality, the Chinese are quite willing to forego much of what Americans 

might term ‘private rights’, but it goes much deeper than this, in terms of 

values resulting from civilisation and national identity, extending to what we 

might call ‘national dreams’. The American Dream is about an individual 

– me – I can have it all, while the Chinese dream is plural, for the 

rejuvenation of China. The number of Chinese (probably about 90%) who 

will work hard and make real sacrifices for the overall good of their country is 



likely in inverse proportion to the number of Americans (probably about 10%) 

who would give up anything or make any kind of sacrifice for the good of their 

country. 

 

In this sense, among many others, China and the Chinese have been badly 

misrepresented by the West. The Chinese have no interest in remaking 

anybody to be like them. They think their system (political and economic) is 

good for them and they are happy with it, but will not try to inflict it on anyone 

else. The Chinese do not meddle, and the reason is that they don’t have 

the Judeo-Christian stem cells to tell them they must either convert or kill 

anyone who is different. China is not an imperialist nation because the 

Chinese have not been infected with religion. They are free of the 

repugnant supremacist belief that they are in some way divinely favored, 

hence the absence of racism and birth of tolerance. 

 

 

 

Americans, emerging from their individualistic, law of the jungle mold, and 

infused with their thinly-disguised racism presented as a somewhat less 

inflammatory American Exceptionalism, cannot accept this because it would 

destroy the only argument they have for attempting to force their laws, 

values, beliefs and standards on the rest of the world. If you accept that all 

people and nations are equal, that there is a natural and desirable 



diversity in nations and cultures, you cannot justify forcing your 

values and institutions upon others. The American way of dealing with 

this is to deny reality, to treat claims of cultural or other differences with 

contempt, accusing nations of using their cultural diversity as an excuse to 

escape their true Christian destiny to become American clones. 

 

 



 

We see this most particularly in the pressure to adopt US-style multi-party 

politics where the Americans use India or the Philippines as examples of 

societies that haven’t entirely self-destructed as proof of the ability of Asian 

nations to survive the American political system. But the hunger for world 

domination plays a much larger role in this evangelising than the 

Americans are willing to admit. They have so deeply embedded their lust 

for global supremacy into their so-called democratic value system that they 

pretend to ignore the deliberate and very real political threats underlying their 

proselytisation, as if their recommendations were based on humanitarian 

concerns – which they manifestly are not. 
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